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PROLOGUE ier
 

   
 

ON THE SIDE OF AN IMPOSING MODERN BUILDING IN

THE CENTER OF DOWNTOWN OSAKA—THE HIGASHI-KU OR

EAST DISTRICT—A SMALL, ODD-SHAPED, STONE SLAB INSCRIBED WITH AR-

chaic Chinese ideographs marks the site where the Osaka Merchant

Academyonce stood. The Kaitokud6 flourished during the eighteenth

century of the Tokugawa era (1600-1868). With the demise of the

Tokugawa Bakufu in 1868, the academy, chartered by that regime, also

closed its gates to further instruction.

In the early 1900s, after Japan’s industrial revolution was well under

way, the memory of the Kaitokudd was revived by leadingintellectuals

and writers such as Koda Rohan (1867-1947), Nait6 Konan (1866-—

1934), and Nishimura Tenshi (1867—1924). Nishimura, an aficionado

of Chineseintellectual history and feature editor of the prestigious news-

paper Asahi, wasespecially instrumentalin this effort. His public lecture

in 1910 on Goi Ranju’s (1697-1762) contribution rekindled the inter-

est of Osaka’s intellectual and business communities in the Kaitokudo.

A commemorativeassociation of “friends” was formed to sponsorregular

meetings, and the lectures and proceedings from these meetings were

published in the journal Kaitoku. With funds provided by Sumitomo and

other Osaka commercial houses, all seeking no doubt to reclaim an in-

tellectual history out of twentieth century, postindustrial needs, the

academy was renovated to resemble its former dignified self. Tragically

destroyed by the firebombings toward the end of the Pacific War, the

academy has not been rebuilt. Its impressive library, however, which

somehow survived the fires of war, is housed as a research archive at

Osaka University. Although physically destroyed, the academystill re-
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mains deeply etched in the cultural memory of Japan and especially of

Osaka.!

Despite commonreferences to Osaka as the ancient city of Naniwa,it

was not of the same order as Kyoto, the early capital of Japan, and only

developed into a major metropolis during the warfare of the sixteenth

century. Osaka becamea castle city undergirding the forces of Toyotomi

Hideyoshi (1536—98). After the defeat of Hideyoshi and his descendents

and with the unchallengedrise of the Tokugawa house in Edo, Osaka was

transformed from a military city into a commercial and banking center

whichservedthe needsof the new Tokugawa Baku-han order—especially

as a center for converting rice to silver and distributing goods to the

rest of the country. Of the population of 450,000, ninety-five percent

were merchants. Regional barons andtheir retinues converted their rice

into cash in Osaka but were forbidden to enter the city and take up resi-

dence there. A representative of the baron, usually a servitor of lowly

samurai status assigned mercantile duties, managed the baron’s granary

and dealt with merchants to gain a favorable cash income. Asa city of

merchants, Osaka came to be knownas “the kitchen of the nation’—

tenka no daidokoro—where merchantsgreeted each otherwiththesaluta-

tion, “How are your earnings today?”—mdkarimakka? The crass “‘bour-

geois” reputation notwithstanding, Osaka wasalso a culturally diverse

and complex city which served as the creative home basefor such literary

giants of the Tokugawa era as Ihara Saikaku (1642-93), Chikamatsu

Monzaemon (1653-1724), and Ueda Akinari (1734-1809). The Kai-

tokud6 occupied an especially distinguished place in a diverse cultural

contextas a center of scholarly learning.’

This intellectual history of the academy will focus especially on the

period of the academy’sgreatest creative achievementsthatlasted approxi-

mately one hundredyears followingits official founding in 1726.It is a his-

tory identified with the founders Miyake Sekian (1665-1730) and Nakai

Shiian (1693-1758) and such subsequent scholars and teachers as Tomi-

naga Nakamoto (1715—46), Goi Ranju (1697-1762), Nakai Chikuzan

(1730-1804) and his brother Riken (1732-1817), Kusama Naokata

(1753-1831), and Yamagata Banto (1748-1821). Named with classical

ideographs that mean a school“to reflect deeply into the meaning ofvir-

tue,” the Kaitokud6 wasin those years a proud and thriving educational

institution of higher learning that was opento all classes and to the mer-

chants of the Osaka area in particular. As a legally chartered academy—

gakumonjo—it came to anchor a good dealof scholarly exchangeinall of

west central Japan. Although it was referred to in the early years espe-
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cially as a school that fostered an “Osaka-type merchant learning”—
Osaka-ryat chénin gakumon, an epithet not withouta grain of truth toit,

during the course of the eighteenth century the Kaitokudé gainedthere-
spect of teachers and scholars throughout the country as an academyde-

voted to theserious study of “virtue.”
The Kaitokud6 was one among a number of “regional” academies

founded in the Osaka area at about the sametime. It is clear from the
case of the Gansuid6 of Hirano (where impressive records were kept and
are also housed at the Osaka University), that these regional academies
related to the Osaka Kaitokud6 asthe scholarly center. Although contin-

uous interactions went on between these academies throughoutthe eigh-
teenth century, a fundamental difference distinguished the Kaitokudé

from the others. Unlike the other academies, the Kaitokud6’s speciallegal

and public status allowed it to address issues concerning the widerpolity,

and it thus provides us with conspicuous evidences as to how commoner
intellectuals conceptualized the political economyofthe nation.’
Aside from its legal status, the attractiveness of the Kaitokud6 as a

center of scholarship was unquestionably reinforced by its being located
near the wealthy establishments of Osaka. It was situated several streets

inland from the principal marketplace that set wholesale prices on all
goods received through the Inland Sea, including import items shipped
to Nagasaki such as valuable medicinal herbs from China and Korea and
scientific books and implements from the West. It was located, more-

over, in the shadows of the copper mint—d6za—wherethedistribution
of copper was managed. It was nestled amongthe leading financial and
trading houses such as K6noike, Masuya, Sumitomo, Tenndjiya, and

Hiranoya. A walking tour of the area today still apprizes one of the
powerful convergence of economic and intellectual forces. The former
residence of the great merchantintellectual, Yamagata Bantd of Masuya,
is located only a few minutes away from thesite of the academy aswell as

the copper mint. His personal library remains in an elementary school

serving the area, the Aijitsu shogakk6—meaninga schoolthat reveres
the light of day—that Masuya helped to establish in the early 1870s of
the modern Meiji era when Japaneseintellectuals first engaged with the
Western ideals of Enlightenment and Aufklarung.

The mansion of the banking house of Kénoike, similarly situated as
Masuya’s, readily conveys an impressive sense offinancial mightand phil-
anthropic capacity. Kusama Naokata, who studied at the Kaitokudo,
served this banking house and was known as K6noike Isuke. Aristocratic
exiles such as Kaiho Seiryd (1755-1817), Hirose Kyokus6 (1807-63),
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youngerbrother of the influential Tans6 (1782—1856), and Asada Goryi

(1734-99) sought refuge nearby in order to teach privately among com-

moners. A colleague of the Kyushu philosopher Miura Baien (1723-89),
Asada in particular established his school in scientific study—the Sen-
jikan—with the aid of men at the Kaitokudé. Moresignificant,the influ-
ential academy of Dutch Studies in late Tokugawaera, the Tekijuku of
Ogata Kan (1810-63), was located hardly a stone’s throw away from

the Kaitokud6. Unlike the Kaitokud6, the Tekijuku survived the Pacific
War intact, and its location suggests that its reputation in the sciences
paralleled the Kaitokud6’s reputation in the letters. Some six hundred
students, mainly from the samurai aristocracy and “physicians” from re-

gional domains, are known to have cometo the Tekijuku to study Dutch
language, medicine, and engineering sciencein this intellectual universe

dominated by merchants. Amongthese students were Fukuzawa Yukichi
(1834-1902), Omura Masujird (1824—69), and Hashimoto Sanae (1835—

59), important figures during the revolutionary upheavals of the Meiji

Ishin of the 1860s. In addition, some sixty students from the key western
domain of Chéshi alone were knownto havestudied there.*

From its inception, the Kaitokudd attracted leading scholars to it and

its immediate environs, sometimes to exchange ideas on poetics and his-

tory and to enjoy Osaka hospitality, and on other occasions, to take up

residence at the academyfor a longer period of study. Traveling scholars

often combined their visit to the Kaitokud6 with stopovers at other

places of intellectual interest in Osaka. At one of these, the Kontonsha,

a society that specialized, as its name indicates, in unraveling the myste-

ries of archaic poetics, the seminars that lasted well into the night offered

both serious study and good food and drink. Another favorite place, the

residence of Kimura Kenkad6 (1736-1802), the eccentric merchant

intellectual who devoted much ofhis life to collecting unusual fauna,

herbs, and foreign gadgets, provided visitors with a veritable museum

unlike anything known elsewhere in Japan. A perusal of some of the ma-

terials at the Kaitokud6 archives as well as the general history of the

academy by Nishimura Tenshi, Kaitokudé k6 (1923), quickly reveals the

namesof scholars of national prominence following a course of travel

that invariably included a visit to Osaka and the Kaitokud6. In the 1720s

and 1730s, It6 Tégai (1670—1736) from Kyoto and MiwaShissai (1669—

1744) from Edo frequented the academyto deliver lectures and conduct

seminars. In the 1750s and 1760s, Koga Seiri (1750-1817), Shibano

Ritsuzan (1736-1807), and Bits Nisha (1745-1813), academic leaders

in Edo, often visited to establish a firm andlasting friendship between

them and men at the Kaitokud6. Toward the end of the century, Sat
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Issai (1772-1859) studied at the Kaitokud6 for the better part of a year
before moving on to becomethe headprofessor at the Bakufu College in
Edo. Similarly, Rai Shunsui (1746-1816) and his famous son, Sanyo
(1780-1832), always boarded at the Kaitokud6 on their journeys from
Hiroshima to Edo and back. Rai Sany6 wasread by all of the youngradi-
cals of the 1850s who werediscontented with the old order. From Kyushu,
the disciples of Miura Baien, Waki Guzan (1764-1814), and Hoashi
Banri (1778-1852), key scientists in the late Tokugawaperiod, as well as
a dozen of their students, especially Miura’s, studied at the academyfor
lengthy periods. And within Osaka, Oshio Heihachiré (1794-1837), the
philosophical radical who would turn against many of the basic concepts
taught at the academy, labored at the Kaitokud6 over the methodsof de-
coding classical Chinese grammar. To round out this abbreviated list, the
powerful chief councillor of the Bakufu himself, Matsudaira Sadanobu

(1758-1829), visited Osaka in 1789 to hear in exhaustive detail the
views of Nakai Chikuzan of the Kaitokud6 onthestate of political econ-
omy in the nation—aneffort that resulted in Chikuzan’s great work, the
Sob6 kigen,’ which is dedicated to Sadanobu.

Mention is made of these examples at the outset simply to suggest the
discoursive implication of our subject. Like any “framed” structure of
knowledge, the Kaitokud6 as an “academy” was not merely an exclusive

and enclosed space untoitself. Its intellectual history, therefore, must be

understood in terms of a wider set of conceptual relationships that cut
across regional and class lines. Indeed, the academy was enmeshed in
some of the major intellectual debates of the day which, in brief, cen-

tered on the question of epistemology—whetherthebasis offirm, reliable
knowledge wasto belocatedin “history,” in recorded human experience,
or in “nature,” in a universal system that preceded and transcended “lan-
guage.” While seemingly abstract and detached from humanactualities,
the epistemological alternatives relate to how human “virtue” would be
defined and translated, in turn, into action, as in rectifying the faltering
conditions of political economy. In small and large doses, these issues

were debated in castle towns, cities, and in village councils; they most

assuredly flowed into theintellectual life of the Kaitokud6.
The importance of the physical “walls” of the academy must ofcourse

be emphasized, for they marked the internal space that was defined as a
“legal sanctuary” where merchants as commoners could pursue, with im-

punity, moral andpractical knowledge. No outside authority could forci-
bly interfere with the inner workings of the academy; here merchants

sought universal ideas that confirmed their “virtue” as marketmen and,
in turn, madeideological claims about the special knowledge they pos-
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sessed, especially regarding the economy. Asa source of complex treatises
and textbooks, the academy wasat the same time engaged in broad po-
lemicalissues. It served the intellectual and moral needs of merchants by
drawing on available concepts, but the Kaitokudé wasalso the locus of a
conceptual network that encompasseddifferent regions andsocial groups.
It was in this sense a “center” and not simply an enclosed “sanctuary.”
The academy’s dual identity gave the developmentof the Kaitokudéas an
educationalinstitution a special dynamism.
The relationships -hat linked the Kaitokudé to a wider universe of

thoughtsuggest the needto reassess our understandingofthe intellectual
history of Tokugawa merchants, especially with regard to their conscious-
nessofpolitics and political economy moregenerally. For example, histo-
rians have long contended that the merchantclass in the Tokugawa era
lacked political consciousness and hence remainedinert during the up-
heavals of the Meiji Ishin while dissident groups in the samuraiaristoc-
racy revolted against and dismantled the ancien regime. They therefore
concluded that Japan’: modern revolution was an aristocratic affair engi-
neered entirely from above, and the merchantclass occupies a historical
place consistent with that interpretation. Demeanedasaninferiorclass
for over two hundred years, the merchants at the end of the Tokugawa era
were manipulated and coerced by various contending political align-
ments to make, at best grudgingly, monetary contributions to causes of
little concern to them.
While not entirely incorrect, this overview probably needs some

rethinking. By narrowly definingpolitics according to who seized power
and redistributed it and analyzing the disorderly events of the late Toku-
gawa era with this framework, the political dimensions of merchant
thought and action are obscured. This is particularly true of the eco-
nomic view ofpolitics formulated by merchant thinkers in the eigh-
teenth century. The diverse involvementof merchants in late Tokugawa
and early Meiji is suggestive of a conceptual consciousness grounded in
an earlier intellectual development. There is, of course, no problem
moreelusive to historians than that of “consciousness,” especially when
causal links between one point and the next can rarely, if ever, be un-
covered. Historians and social scientists are, therefore, tenaciously re-
luctant to engage with a subject that is thoughtto be too annoyingly im-
precise to be researched. Sharp identifiable events and creative geniuses
may not delineate the intellectual landscape. Yet historians are con-
stantly reminded in their researches that bits and pieces of thought from
previous ideological systems may be reassembled and put to new uses,
particularly in the process of shaping ideological visions of the future. In

6  
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this regard, the Meiji Ishin was a crucial “threshold” or revolutionary
“moment” for modern Japan.° Received concepts from diverse indigenous

sources were pieced together in a manner that summarized the past in
a radically reductive manner and projected a new future of “national
wealth and power”—fukoku kydhei. This ideological formula was recog-
nized by all Japanesecitizens as they were mobilized byit, and historians

of Japan are well awareofit. Glimpses of merchant involvement can be
gleaned by examiningthis historical process which involved men taking
enormousrisks without the benefit of a blueprint to chart the course of
development.
The merchantShiraishi Shdichird (1812—80) worked closely as a sup-

porter and confidant of Takasugi Shinsaku (1839-67), the organizer of

the Chéshi rebel army that toppled the Bakufu. Iwasaki Yatard (1834—
85) allied himself with political causes and founded the Mitsubishi com-

bine on behalf of the “public good.” Shibuzawa Eiichi (1840-1931)
turned his talents as a country merchantto designing the modern bank-
ing system. The merchanthouses of Mitsui and Sumitomo adaptedtheir
investmentgoals and became powerful modern industrial firms. Regional
merchants of obscure backgrounds who remain nameless supported the
rebellion of Hirano Kuniomi (1828-64). Godai Tomoatsu (1834—85)

devoted his energies to rallying the merchanthouses ofwest central Japan
and founded the Osaka Chamber of Commerce to promote this cause.
And throughout the country literally thousands of middle-sized and small
merchant houses and peasant families banded together into local “trust
banks”—shiny6 kinko—in order to fend for themselves and controltheir

livelihood under conditions of extreme political and economic turmoil.
Thelist most assuredly can be expanded and, although the various

items do notfall comfortably within a political narrative of events, they
do not appear as merely sporadic and fortuitous occurrences. What con-
ceptual resources were available to men of the Ishin, regardless of class

location, and which ones did they draw from? From this perspective, it is

far less important that the thought of a Nakai Chikuzan or a Yamagata
Bantd, both men of the Kaitokud6, had direct consequences a generation

or twolater thanit is to establish the structuralbasis of conceptualization
from which fragmented bits were later reassembled into new analytical

and critical perspectives. It is undeniable that the writings of Nakai and
Yamagata were not isolated and unique events but were enmeshedin a

broader intellectual engagement with issues of knowledge andpolity. In

this respect, their writings were also among the epistemological resources

from which menlater drew.
My readings of Tokugawaintellectual history, and recently that of the
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Kaitokudé especielly, suggest to me the greaterutility of a less restrictive

perspective than the naowpolitical one. There is the possibility of “al-

liances” across lines that stemmed from a complex set of conceptual

events that I have provisionally called the “Tokugawadiscourse on politi-

cal economy.” This study will elaborate on this discourse with regard to

the formation of merchant thinking. The term “political economy”is a

translation of the ideographic compoundkeisei saimin, which was often

elided into keizai. Keizai came to mean “economics” in modern times.

The conceptualand ethical foundationsof “economics,” in other words,

are grounded in Tokugawa thinking on political economyorkeisei saimin.

This ideographic compound, it must be emphasized, meant more than

economics in the specialized modern sense of the word and included

within it broader spheres of political ethics, the art of administration,

and epistemology. It connotes the acquisition of the proper knowledge

needed to “control” external events both at the personal and public lev-

els. The entire compound may thus be rendered moreprecisely as “order-

ing the social world”—keisei—and“saving the people”—saimin.

The main integrating idea in this cumbersome though often used

maxim was this: How might governments andsocial institutions perform

in ways that were ethical both in purpose and consequence, hence the

importance of “saving the people” as the aim and consequenceof the

“means” of governance—‘“ordering the social world.” As a dynamic in-

tellectual concern that spannedthe entire spectrum oftheliterate strata

of society without regard to personalaffiliation to school of thought, the

discussion of political economy addressed problems of objectivity in

evaluating institutions and the flow ofhistorical events not only in do-

mainal administration but in the workings of market, money, and trade.

The result was a complex discoursive interaction between a “political”

view of economics and an “economic” view of politics in which mer-

chants, far from being excluded, played a key role. Historians have not

given adequate attention to this influence. As actors dominating the

marketplacein cities and the finances of domains, merchantsalso devel-

oped anarticulate grasp of how the nation ought to be administered, es-

pecially by locating ecomomicsas being centralto the entire problem. We

maysee this broadly as the “bourgeois” input into the ideological dictum

of “wealth and power” that undergirded Japan’sfirst industrial revolution

in the 1880s.

We have not on the whole been inclined to think of Tokugawa history

in this manner. “Politics” and “economics” do not appear in mono-

graphic literature on latte Tokugawa as dynamically interdependentele-

ments within a coherent: system ofaction but almost entirely in a superior-  
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subordinate relationship. This despite our awareness that the late
Tokugawa had generated two comprehensive and overlapping visions for

national independence: political centralization and economic transfor-
mation through trade, both of which were steeped in the language and
conceptualizations of Tokugawapolitical economism. Our view may in
fact be obscured by the perception of classes as being authentic to the
extent that they relate to each other in a conflictual manner, a legacy
obviously drawn from interpretations of the French Revolution and the
subsequentrise of industrial classes in Europe. A mechanical use of this

formula, however, may be distortive in preindustrial contexts such as
Tokugawasociety in which class consciousness may be seen being shaped
more properly out of “functional interdependencies.”’

Although the superior-inferior relationship between samurai and mer-
chant may never have beenin doubt, the ideologies produced empowered

certain kinds of perceptionsand actions that allowed, over the long run,
the inferior to assume dominance in certain ways, such as the manage-

ment ofindustrial capitalism and the organization of regional andlocal

investments. Far from being uninvolvedin acts of ideological production,

Tokugawa merchants offer historians impressive evidences of concep-

tualizations about political economy that carried important long-term

consequences. We are aware that although merchants were viewed by the
official class as being “inferior,” they were nonetheless called upon by
domainallords and by the Bakufu to provide guidance in economic mat-
ters. Developing in the interstices of class interdependence, Tokugawa

merchantideology defined politics and economicsas being entirely inter-

twined. If the aristocracy was to be responsible for bureaucratic admin-
istration, merchants cameto see their rightful place in the political order
as specialists in economic management. In other words, merchants de-

veloped an ideology that justified their acting economically in the public

realm, thereby rendering their analysis and insights into the plight of

the economy as being political ones. The intellectual history of the
Kaitokud6 clearly reveals this dynamic line of development.

Tokugawa history has not been narrated in terms of such conceptual

interdependencies. The tendency has been instead to rely on conven-
tional distinctions in dividing historical experiences: political and eco-

nomic, samurai and merchant, high and low, urban andregional, main-

stream and fringe, and so forth. While convenient, these divisions are

also unstable and under close scrutiny do not hold up firmly as fixed
boundaries. It would be wise to maintain a healthy skepticism about the

adequacy ofsuch distinctions in studying historical texts, for the utility of

drawing fromsocial, institutional, temporal and geographical markers in

9
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the enterprise of studying intellectual history is indeed dubious. Clusters

and fragments o/ conceptual language tend to move aboutin a variety of

reassembled forms, taking analytical directions unintended in their ear-

lier incarnations. In other words, as conceptualfragments and formations

“migrate,” in the wording ofJ. G. A. Pocock, over geographical spaces

and forward over time, they assume life as epistemological instruments

that often conceals ther structural sources from immediate view.* Con-

ceptual acts take on new meaning in an apparently unrelated context and

arena. Peasants, we knew, used the conceptsofpolitical economyto im-

prove their lot. Due to the movementor“spillage” of ideas across social

and geographical lines, overlapping conceptual spaces are shaped, sug-

gesting the possibility of interdependencies and a much broadersense of

social “participation” than might otherwise seem possible. Thus, whether

located in a scholarly “treatise” or an “academy,” the ideas found there

mustin thefirst instance be seen as“social,” whichis to say closely linked

to a universe of language and moraland theoretical concepts.

The Kaitokuds, in this respect, may be framed together with segments

of other classes, as with agronomists among the peasantry andpolitical

economists of the aristocracy. The education advanced at the Kaitokud6

appears in a “graded” relationship with the ideas of these other social

groupings andnotas neatly enclosed andpertinent only to Osaka. Nor

should it be concluded that the acceptance of widely available concepts

at the Kaitokudé were simply attempts at emulating the aristocracy, for

the reassembled ideas were put to creative use to confirm the work and

moral worth of Osaka merchants and commoners more generally.

It is also a central contention of this book that the Kaitokud6 is best

situated in the continuous discourse on knowledge during the eighteenth

century between those who claimed that “nature” was the ultimate

source of knowledge and those whoclaimed “history” was the source. In

addressing these two epistemological propositions, the Kaitokudd came

to formulate a clear position for itself based on a theory of natural on-

tology. This informed the academy's intellectual history, especially in the

latter half of the century. Although a good deal of Tokugawa thinking

aboutpolitical economy wasidentified with thinkers such as Ogyi Sorai

(1666-1728) and Dazai Shundai (1680-1747) who analyzed problems of

politics and trade with reference to a refined historical norm thatwasar-

gued to be located in an ancient beginning, it was also the case that,

among commonersespecially, the more influential system of thought was

groundedin a principle of nature as a fundamental premise to accurate

knowledge. While nature could never be comprehended in its totality

since nature was infinite and the human mindfinite, it was reasonedthat

10  
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nature encompassed all visible and nonvisible phenomenaandincluded,

therefore, human beings andtheir internal virtue. This alternative epis-

temology based on nature played a central role in the evolution of mer-

chant ideology at the Kaitokudé.
The development was not readily evident at the outset when the

Kaitokud6 was founded, and a number of moral concepts were presented

to merchants, but it became increasingly important soon thereafter as the

principle underlying the academy's curriculum and, in turn, as the basis

upon whichtocritique the state ofpolitical economy. While obvious, the

point should be emphasized that education at the Kaitokudé did not lead
immediately to such criticism. Rather,as thetitle of this book suggests, it

was to provideinstruction based on conceptsgenerally agreedto be of the

highest scholarly standard that would confirm the “virtue” of merchants

as members of the human community. How this subject of human “vir-

tue” was worked out at the Kaitokud6, therefore, serves as the key subject

in our analysis. It was over this very issue of “virtue” that scholars at the

Kaitokudé turned against the thesis that “history” ought to be the sole
source of moral norms, for this thesis was then formulated by Ogyi Sorai

into saying that humanvirtue was not universal but highly particular to

each individual. Political virtue, as well as the virtue of acquiring moral

knowledge through scholarly inquiry, therefore, wassaid to be specific to

a few individuals only and notintrinsic to the capabilities of all human
beings. Scholars at the Kaitokud6, speaking for commoners in general,

objected strenuously to this limited understanding of virtue and held con-
sistently to a theory of virtue in which all human beings, regardless of

class, possessed the capacity to know, albeit in relative degrees, the form

and substance of external moral and political norms. It is this assertive

claim to knowledge that shapes thecritical thinking of merchants such as

Kusama Naokata and Yamagata Bant6 toward the end of the eighteenth

century.

It should also be mentioned that the affirmation of virtue based on

natural ontology is directly linked with the general eighteenth century
lokugawa problematic of engaging with Western science, and in turn,

“technology.” Again, the intent behind thereliance on this theory of na-

(ure was not, initially, to better understand Western science. The purpose
as already mentioned, was to provide moral certitude among merchants—

and to commoners more generally. The interest, we may say, was not in

“applied” but in “moral” science. The theory of inexhaustible nature,

however, lent itself to a certain tolerance toward those who experi-

mented with nature. Since nature was absolute and universal, the human

mind, it was argued, would constantly know more about it although al-

il
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ways in an incomplete manner. Knowledge acquired in one era was thus

seen as “relative” to that gained in the next, history providing not so

much fixed norms as evidences of the continuing humaneffort to gain

deeper insights into nature. On the one hand, therefore, the philosophi-

cal ideas ofChu Hsi, the main theoretician behind the system of thought

known as Neo-Confucianism, were embraced as valid despite certain

well-knownlimitations to his metaphysics. On the other hand, however,

the scientific insights developed by Western scholars, and Dutch onesin

particular, were similarly given due recognition as being “relative” but

important and worthy cf note and then, subsequently, as perhaps even

being “superior” to that of scholars in Japan and continental Asia in the

approach toscientific knowledge.It is certain, in any event, that in the

late eighteenth century, such thinkers as Yamagata Banté ofthe Kaitokud6

had conceptualized their perceptions of money, market, and trade in

terms of universal “mathematics”or “astronomy.”

Equally worthy of note to further affirm the theoretical point made ear-

lier, the concepts identified with natural ontology formed a tradition that

embraced major figures of diverse social backgrounds. The pivotal phi-

losopher in this tradition, Kaibara Ekken (1630-1714), and his col-

league, Miyazaki Antei (1623-97), devoted their attention to the devel-

opment of agronomy, the science of agriculture, and lived and taught

amongthepeasantry. Nishikawa Joken (1648-1724) and Goi Ranju were

of merchant background and involved themselves in the education of

commoners. Goi in particular played a decisive role in the intellectual

development of the Kaitokud6. Mentioned earlier, Miura Baien lived

among the peasantry in Kyushu and sought from within that agrarian

context new ways of thinking about the objective study of nature. Sugita

Genpaku (1732-1817) and his colleagues in Dutchstudies of diverse so-

cial origins revolutionized medical practices through their study of West-

ern anatomicalscience. Ninomiya Sontoku (1787-1856) envisioned from

within the peasantry the eradication of poverty in the nation through

scientific farming and communal effort. Kaiho Seiryé abandoned his

status in the aristocracy to live among merchants and peasant entrepre-

neurs to locate in their work the principle of “mathematics” and “calcula-

tion” that he believed foretold the future course of history. The Osaka

financier, Yamagata Banté, turned to astronomy and the heliocentric

view of the universe to frame his view of received history. To round out

this abbreviated list, Sakuma Shdzan (1811—64), while remaining firmly

within the aristocracy, similarly identified a scientific principle, “mathe-

matics,” to argue the accessibility of universal knowledgeregardless of the

particular character oflhistorical culture; science was not the privileged
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possession of certain nations—a view, as is well known, that had a far-
reaching impact on Japan’s emergence as a modern, industrial nation.

Asthese examplesclearly suggest, the intellectual history of the Kaito-
kud6d cannot be disengaged from a broader set of conceptual develop-

ments. Goi Ranju and Yamagata Bantd, noted above, were conspicuous
figures at the Kaitokuds, and their ideas overlap unmistakably with those

held by other thinkers occupyingdifferent spaces and socialstatuses. This
phenomenonisin keeping with our view of Tokugawa thoughtas possess-
ing a lively capacity for movement, adaptation, recombination, and
transformation often concealed by formal status distinctions. The con-

ceptual consciousness of thinkers in diverse classes reveals this pattern.
From aristocrats to merchants to now nameless itinerant teachers in

small country towns and villages armed with handbooks on agronomy
and ethics, a dynamicarticulation and dispersion of key epistemologies

can be discerned. As participants in this broad intellectual history, the
merchantscholars at the Kaitokud6 provide us with a particularly clear

set of texts that show the creative metamorphosis in the assembling of
ideas for instructional use among commoners. By placing the conceptual

events located at the Kaitokud6 within a widerintellectual mapping, the
academy shedsits often misrepresented position of being an institution
serving the narrow needsof the “high commerical bourgeoisie”in their

strivings to emulate the aristocracy.
Thequestionstill arises however, as to what might havetriggered mer-

chant leaders in Osaka to engage in scholarly and instructionalactivity.

[here is no simple response to this issue as it is open to interpretive dis-
agreement. Although the subject will be dealt with later, suffice it to say
here that the concerns that led to the creation of the Kaitokudd were

intertwined with self-consciousreflections that took place in the after-
math of the commercial revolution of the late seventeenth century dur-

ing the Genroku era (1688—1704). It hardly needs much emphasis to ob-
serve that merchants were thoroughly enmeshedin the turbulent events

unleashed by that economic transformation. Questions arose as to the

ethicality of economic passion and, more broadly, whether the course of

history in the context of the new commerce might be properly grasped
and brought undereffective management.
From the early 1700s, and especially in the Kyohé era (1716-36),

strains generated by the uneasy structural relationship between agricul-

tural production and commercein the cities had rendered the celebration
of “passion” and burlesquing of “virtue”—as in Ihara Saikaku’s ribald

novellas—to be somewhat inappropriate in light of the troubled condi-
tions of the landscape. Spurred by poverty in the countryside, for ex-
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ample, peasants were known to spontaneously “pull out” of their villages

to join religious pilgrimmages—called nukemairi—to revered national

shrines located far away. Outwardly joyous, these pilgrimmages were

rooted in famine and near-famine conditions that recurred in the country-

side and reached disastrous proportions in west central Japan in the 1720s

and early 1730s. At the most practical level, merchants in Osaka re-

spondedbyestablishing “relief food stations”—sukuigoya—to help com-

bat famine. But at a deeperlevel, and especially in face of criticisms from

indebted aristocrats that the cause of much of the misery was passion and

greed, merchant leaders perceived that the problem at hand must also

involve the establishing of moral and epistemological control of the un-

steady present.
While available systems of thought did not offer simple solutions,

they nonetheless provided merchants with the conceptual tools and the

basic vocabulary about knowledge—often referred to comprehensively as

“Tokugawa Confucianism”—thatguided the searchfor intellectual order

in the swiftly changing historical present. The question raised was how

might the seemingly unpredictable and passionatefluctuationsin the for-

tunes of menbe broughtinto a moral perspective that would demonstrate

knowledge to be accurate, truthful, and thus a reliable basis of action.

The purpose here was to affirm that external evidences could be orga-

nized and controlled and to deny skeptical theories of knowledge that

demeaned merchants or that claimed reality, as in Buddhist philosophy,

was in a constantstate of random flux and thus ultimately illusory and

chaotic, something that men oughtnotrely on for order. Epistemologies

that prescribed such a reliance were seen as merely the arbitrary handi-

work of passionate and ambitious men; hence, such systems were consid-

ered deceptive devices that caused suffering among human beings who

wished for order when there was only ceaseless flux. To claim,as the early

Tokugawa leaders and scholars did, that order was indeed possible, thus

allowing for the prediction of peace well into the future did not, how-

ever, overcome the actual evidences of disorder and unease generated by

the commercial revolution. The general discourse on knowledge, within

whichthe foundingof the Kaitokudé should properly be situated, sought

to extract from theintellectual universe concepts that affirmed “reason”

and thelogicality of external phenomena and events and denied the

mere ephemerality of social existence. It was agreed all along the intel-

lectual spectrum that humanbeings, regardless of particular cultural cir-

cumstances, lived in a process of historical time (toki), a physical loca-

tion that was a predetermined condition (tokoro), and a place or status

within a general social order (kurai).
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These “names,” it was further argued, were not merely passionate con-
trivances aimed at fabricating order out of disorder but were “universal”
to the humancondition and were thus references to truthfulrealities that
persisted despite the seasonal and life cycles that suggested constant

change. The basic proposition that “names” could fix and order things
into place, that “language” was not simply an artificial construct, clari-
fied the project of controlling one’s political and personal universes in
ways that were predictable and thus ethical. The general consequence
that oughtto ensue from this epistemology was the alleviationofsuffering
amongthe people. The theory, however, was much morereadily argued
than realized in actuality. Poverty in the countryside, indebtedness among
the aristocracy, and helter-skelter commerce in thecities all provided
ready evidences of a severe discrepancy between ethical theory and his-
torical actuality. Yet the crisis in knowledge that resulted was not over the
question of whether “names” and actual “things” and “events” were, in

theory, in accord with each other. The reasonedrelationship here was not

challenged. Rather, the issue centered on what should be the ultimate

epistemological proposition upon which the meaningof “names”rested.
Should it be anchored fundamentally in historical “text” or in natural
“principle”? Over this alternative was then debated the meaning of hu-

man “virtue”—toku. Most crucial for merchants wasthe relationship be-
tween virtue and “righteousness”—gi—meaning “accuracy” and thus
also “fairness”—shin—the entire ethical basis upon which a network
of social and economic relationships might be articulated as ethically
viable. As already noted, although the need to clarify that choice was
not fully appreciated at the outset, the necessity to do so would become
clear in the early decades of the Kaitokud6’s existence.

In the chapters that follow, the conceptual metamorphosis at the
Kaitokudé will be outlined beginning with a discussion of the epis-
temologies available to merchant scholars in the 1710s and 1720s. Al-
though quite obviously many diverse intellectual fragments were melded
into a whole, the emphasis will be placed on two authoritative claims to
knowledge that served as the baseline to the Kaitokud6 and much of
eighteenth-century thinking. As already alluded to, one of these was the
historicist claim formulated by Ité Jinsai (1627-1705) that contained
extremely pertinent ideas for commoners; the other was the naturalism
identified with Kaibara Ekken and Nishikawa Joken, which also wasori-

ented in good measure to the moral concerns of the lower classes. The
ayneretic conjoining of these positions in the hands of the first profes-
worial head, Miyake Sekian, and his colleague, Nakai Shian, would come

under severeattack from within the academy in the radical historicism of
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the merchantscholar Toninaga Nakamoto. Usingphilologicalstrategies,

Tominaga denied the validity ofall historical texts due to their competi-

tive and passionate character whose historicity was no longer relevant to

the present. Tominaga’s expulsion from the academy would then befol-

lowed by polemical attacks on Ogyi Sorai’s historicist theory of knowl-

edge andvirtue. The afirmation of natural ontology as the pedagogical

principle of instruction at the academy wasestablished by Goi Ranju in

the mid-1730s through the 1750s.

The middle sections turn to thealternative visions that emerged from

within that curriculum as embodied in the critical writings of brothers

Nakai Chikuzan and Riken. Chikuzan shaped an expansive andradical

vision of the academy within a reorderedpolitical system that would in-

clude universal education. Riken would see only continuedhistorical de-

cline, project the dissolution of the aristocracy, and seek refuge in an au-

tonomous“kingdom of dreams” of his own makingto pursuehis scholarly

curiosities in “science”and “texts.”

Thefinal portion of this book addresses the merchants’ reintegration of

the teachings at the academy into coherent ideological formulations

in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The key texts here

are those of Kusama Naokata of Konoike on the “history of money’—

Sanka zw’i—and Yamagata Banté of Masuya on universal knowledge in

his great opus, In Place of Dreams—Yume no shiro. In the latter in par-

ticular the theory of natural ontology that Goi taught can be seen as re-

integrated into a worldview that includes the merchantcritique ofpoliti-

cal economy.

It is of course hardly innovative to examine the lectures and treatises

ofcritical and persuasive teachers in an academyin orderto argue for the

breadth of Tokugawaintellectual history. There is a great deal more to be

done, needless to say, especially regarding the thinking about political

economy among commonersin the lowerstrata of society. Yet, the case

needs to be made that merchants developed a consciousnessof politics

and were not merely devotees of the new art forms, although they were

indeed that; their engagement with Confucian epistemologies did not

simply make them stodgy moralists, although they were mocked bycritics

such as the popular nowelist Ueda Akinari. Obviously many diverse aes-

thetic and philosophical elements went into the making of what cameto

be called comprehensively as “The Way of the Merchants”—Chénin do.

The task set here, however, is not to discuss this “way” in all ofits cul-

tural complexity but to: isolate the ontological boundaries within which

merchants thought about their place as marketmenin the political order

of things and to discuss the conceptual strategies they employed within
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those boundaries to maketheir claim. It is this intellectual history that
allowed merchants to absorb ethical and scientific ideas aboutpolitical
economyandto see critically beyond even that to distant lands and the
universe of science. It was this history that generated the lively curiosity
among merchants aboutnaturalhistory and world geography—aboutun-
usual fauna and animals found in Japan and elsewhere andthe scientific
instruments that Westerners employed to study the stars and the micro-
scopic world of minute creatures. Onecansensein all of this an intellec-
tual history in which merchants acquired a conviction aboutthe “virtue”
of their work and their epistemological capacity to explore and control
expandingspheres of knowledge.
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Sun Goddess Amaterasu, or in the universal spiritual essence in Neo-

Confucian thought, isa manifestation of the Way of Heaven—Tendo—

and thus ought not be differentiated with doctrinal sophistry. Relying on

this religious syncretism, Ishida affirmed some of the same ideas taughtat

the Kaitokud6: All individuals regardless of status are endowed with a

universal essence that is sagely and that goodnessis to be acted out in the

everyday world of work. In their work, moreover, merchants contributed

through tradeto the well-being of the whole. Theethics of trade are ac-

curacy and thusthe affirmation of humantrust. The labor of commoners,

in short, was not morally inferior to that of the aristocracy, and the

“profit” of merchants was no different from the “stipend” of samurai as

both are forms of“gifts” from Heaven—Tenka no onyurushi no roku nari.°

Despite certain similarities between Miyake and Ishida, especially

regarding the virtue of marketmen, crucial differences also stand out.

While in Shingaku economic action is viewed as a means through which

to transform the spiritual self toward “goodness”—zen ni kasuru—by

defining itself as a religious and introspective movement, the idea of

spiritual self transformation was not a central concern at the Kaitokudo.

Goodness, it is true, is a sagely possession at birth. But it is to be ex- —

pressed in ways that are objective and fair and that can be calculated in ;

accordance with the norm of righteousness. The emphasis at the Kai-

tokud6,therefore, fell on the problem of acquiring knowledge outside of

the virtuousself in ways that were notarbitrary thus to place the virtue of

“fairness” in an objective social setting. Claimsto intuitive self awareness

as taught in Shingaku were viewed with deep skepticism, since “righ-

teousness” depended on what men “knew”andnot how they “believed.”

Syncretism that included religious ideas drawn from Buddhism came

under especially harsh treatment at the Kaitokud6, beginning with

Miyake and continuing throughoutthe eighteenth centuryin the think- —

ing of Goi Ranju and Yamagata Banto.

It was entirely consistent with the foregoing that the Kaitokud6é would

place a special weight on objective scholarship—reading, commenting,

writing, and so on—which contrasted with Shingaku, where scholarship

was downplayed. Students were not to meditate on their inner goodness

but to confirm it through the actual engagement with difficult texts,

Thus, while scholars at the Kaitokud6 did not espouse philological the-

ory as absolutely essential in the manner of It6 or Ogya, much of the

academic training did in fact focus on reading classical texts, including

ancient ones. Unlike Shingaku, which held that spiritual self-awareness

was transcendentof the world of form and change and resembled the Zen
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conception of enlightenment (thus it could be taught to commoners
without concern as to their literacy), the Kaitokud6 set its goals on
scholarly excellence and proceeded to collect a library to support such
a vision.

Thus, while the Kaitokud6 as a public academy waslimited byits “ter-
ritorial” warranty and could notduplicateitself physically in the manner
that the Shingaku couldas a spiritual movement, it stood quite impor-
tantly for another kind of principle. Stable and predictable academic
space would promotethe study of moral philosophy in an “eclectic” man-
ner that, at the same time, would not “retreat” to meditation and spiri-
tualism. Individuals from all classes were welcomed to study there within
this limit, as many from within Osaka and the regions in fact did. The
institutional self-perception, based on a theory ofrighteous knowledge,
moreover, stirred scholars within the academy to see the “objective”
problems beyond the enclosed sanctuary in more abstractly conceived
terms, including problemsof political economy and educational struc-
tures. In time, a conception of the Kaitokudd’s “place” within a broadly
conceived educational order would be shaped. It is quite plain that the
emergenceof such an institutional projection rested firmly on the prior
awareness of the need to manage the academy in an orderly andself-
reliant manner that accorded with the epistemological commitmentto
righteousness.”

The systematic avoidance of haphazardness in the instructional pro-
yramandthe insistence on regularity as a matter of maintaining the pub-
lic trust were clearly related to the “limit” drawn against spiritualistic
eclecticism. Within the boundaries drawn to excludethat religious view,
wide variety of concepts could be discussed and critiqued in formal and

informal seminars. Even here, however, crucial problems remained.

While ideas such as those identified with Shingaku could be kept at arms
length outside the walls of the academy, other equally “threatening” con-
cepts could not be excluded quite as neatly. In particular, there was the
matter of how muchtolerance the Kaitokudé6 should allow in the ‘‘objec-
tive” reading and intetpreting of “texts.” Should the academytolerate
eccentric historical interpretations that through “righteous” reading of
texts directly questionedthecentral philosophical propositions ofMiyake’s
teachings? The ideological character of the academy emerges with stark
clarity over this issue much more so thanit did by defining the bounda-
ties against religious movements such as the Shingaku. Thetest to this
question would arise quite unexpectedly soon after the instructors had
regularized the curriculum, and since the issue involved in this instance
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was not intrespectinm and meditation but the objective reading oftexts

and the ethical mening ofthis exercise, it carries special significance for
the subsequentintelectuallife of the Kaitokud6.
The case involved the brilliant young scholar Tominaga Nakamoto.

The son of Tominaa Héshun of Démydjiya, one of the “five colleagues”
that had funded the academy to begin with, Nakamoto, in a precocious
outburst, utilzed th knowledge he had acquired at the academy to chal-

lenge the textual rsources upon which basic moral claims were being
madeby leading scholars of the day, including his mentor Miyake Sekian.

A clear and decisiv: line would be drawn against Tominaga Nakamoto.

Yet in doing so, theKaitokudd would also move toward elaborating how

limits were to be deermined in the pursuit of knowledge; how,in short,

intellectual permissiveness might be regulated in termsof a rational epis-

temology. This devopment owed muchto the instructional presence of

Goi Ranju. Indeed, it was out of the decisive impact of his teaching that

the scholarly life ofthe academy would undergoredefinition andserve as
the basis for the reflective visions that would be shaped by the brothers
Nakai Chikuzan and Riken.
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IN RETROSPECT, THE CONSTRUCTION OF A LEGALLY
STABLE ACADEMY PROVED TO BE FAR LESS CONTROVERSIAL
'HAN THE MAINTENANCE OF CLEAR INTELLECTUAL LIMITS WITHIN THAT
space. Practicing his syncretist approach to Neo-Confucianism, Miyake
Sekian continued to lecture formally on Mencius and Confucius while
conducting specialized seminars on the idealistic writings of Oyémei
(Wang Yang-ming) that he preferred. Amongthe guest lecturers, more-
over, It6 Tégai presented his father’s extremist position on ancient studies
while Miwa Shissai addressed himself to the contrastive themeof the in-
(rospective Confucian idealism of the more recent past. Amongtheas-
istant instructors, Inoue and Namikawa were protégésof It6 Jinsai’s his-
toricism while Goi Ranju was skeptical of that approach andpreferred to
hase his thinking on universal“principle” in nature. To the extent that
there was agreementon “compassion”and “righteousness,” with the epis-
temological emphasis on the latter, a clear boundary could be set be-
tween the academy and Buddhism with its teachings on meditation,
faith, and salvation. This was a line, as we shall see, that would be recon-
firmedconsistently.

Of more pressing importance was the development of controversial
ind “irregular” conceptual tendencies shaped within the framework of
permissive syncretic “righteousness” and which requiredcritical reflec-
tion and ideological monitoring. While Buddhism could be kept at arms
length as being “external” to the Kaitokud6, “heterodox” ideas devel-
oped within the academy could not be ordered philosophically within
Miyake’s syncretism. That there should be confusion among onlookers as
‘0 the real banner under which the academysailed can be thus readily
ippreciated, Looked at favorably, it meant the intellectual life at the
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academywas-olerant znd permissive, allowing for exploration into a va-
riety of intellectual areas, as indeed wasthe caseto a significant degree.
Viewed unfavorably, the academy seemed to lack coherence and, hence,
intellectual irtegrity. The question was sure to be raised as to where the
limits of “tolerance” were; whether the “walls” of the academy stood as
conceptual markers or merely as protective barriers; and whether these
walls were indicators of what would be disallowed without standing as
obstacles to the pursuit of appropriate scholarly study. At issue, of course,
was theintellectual identity of the Kaitokud6. If extremeintellectualir-
regularity was not to be allowed despite the spirit of tolerance, then
would this recuire a conceptual clarification of the interioritself?

Beginning in the 1730s, and especially in the two decadesafter that, a
sturdy tradition, which the academy would cometo be identified with,
took shape. External boundaries would indeed be set; certain kinds of
conceptual propositions would be judged inappropriate; and within those
guideposts, a wide variety of intellectual pursuits would nonetheless be
encouraged. The outer limits would be drawn with the expulsion of the
merchantstudent Tominaga Nakamoto from the academyas persona non
grata in 1730 for proposing a theory of history believed to be intolerable
to the scholarly life of the academy. The critical work of defining the in-
ternalintellectual space would fall on the instructional shoulders of Goi
Ranju. The academy would have to make a stand between eccentric ir-
regularity and intellectual order. Tominaga and Goi, eachin his own way,
however, were “eccentric” and articulated polemicalpositions that would
both cometo be identified over the long run asparts ofa related history
of the Kaitokud6. Excluded from the academy, Tominaga would leave be-
hind an intellectual legacy and would be remembered and admired, espe-
cially in modern times, as the enfantterrible of the Kaitokudd. Goi who
shaped the intellectual destiny of the academy would live on especially
through the thinking of his students Nakai Chikuzan and Riken.
The tense demarcation that we see being drawn between Tominaga

and Goi should not be viewed in termsof a personal dispute. Although
Tominagastudiedat the Kaitokudé when Goiwas anassistant instructor,
no mentionis made by one of the other. There is no record ofa face-to-
face debate. At issue here, from the point of view of the intellectual his-
tory of the Kaitokuds,iis the conceptual choice offered by two contrastin,’
approaches to knowledge best articulated by Tominaga on the one han
and Goi on the other. Each tries to answer the question of what,in th
final analysis, should constitute the ultimate field of human knowled;
and henceof moralreference. Tominaga oriented his thinking with scru
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pulous consistency toward “history” and language texts while Goi, with
equal coherence, devoted his mind to universal “nature.”

Dueto his historicist preference, Tominaga’s ideas clearly overlapped
with the theoretical views advanced by It6 Jinsai and Ogyii Sorai; yet his
thinking contained a radical eccentricity unique to himself. Had he re-
mained at the Kaitokud6, he probably would havesteered the intellectual
life there in an iconoclastic direction. The history of the Kaitokud6d would
in all likelihood have been a stormy one indeed. Goi possessed a rigor-
ously logical position as well, but his ideas were less reductive and ex-
treme, exposing an open-ended view of knowledge from which new vi-
sions might be shaped. His juxtapositioning of the limited mind and
the vast universality of nature produced a variant ofrational evidential-
ism, akin to that of Kaibara Ekken, that would come to permeate the
Kaitokud6 and berealized asa full statement in the grand synthesis pro-
vided by Yamagata Banto at the endof the century. Yet, in this conceptual
interfacing of reductive philologism and open-endedrationalism, we see
the creation of a merchantintellectual history that would go far beyond
the ideas outlined by Miyake in his opening lecture. In this respect,
lominaga’s position, being shaped just beyond the shadowsof the acad-
emy, and Goi’s position within its gates, deserve our attention one next to
the other.

TOMINAGA NAKAMOTO-
(1715-46)

Although only thebare outlines of Tominaga Nakamoto’s brief and mete-
oric life are known tous, the ideas he recordedin his writings testify to a
precociousbrilliance which has assured him a firm place in Japanese in-
tellectual history. He was the son of Tominaga Héshun, knownalso as
| }Omydjiya Kichizaemon,oneof the five merchantcolleagues directly re-
sponsible for the establishment of the Kaitokud6andits earlier incarna-
tion at the Tashéd6. His father’s financial contributions to the Kaitokud6
were vital to the academy’s survival, and both Miyake and Nakai Shiian
trusted Tominaga Hdshunas a close confidant. Nakai even took him to
ldo to assist him in the negotiations to gain the official charter for the
Kaitokud6. Through his father, Tominaga Nakamoto’s education at the
Kaitokud6 began at an early age, and it was no doubt expected of him to
further strengthen the intimate ties with the academythathis father had
established. He studied under Miyake from about 1725 until his expul-
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sion from the academy in 1730. His fall from favor was severe and final,

as evidenced even by the conspicuous absenceof his grave in the family

burial grourd.'

During his studies at the Kaitokud6, Tominaga Nakamoto quite ob-

viously read deeply into the historicist writings of It6 Jinsai and Ogyt

Sorai and was greatly influenced by their approach to scholarship. The

key to moral knowledge, these thinkers had said, was to be found in

human experienceas recorded in historical texts; the method of analysis

wasto be philological, the precise and critical scrutinization of language.

The conclusion Tominaga drew from this general approach, however,

would hardly havepleased either Its or Ogyii, as he cameto reject the

idea that ethical norms were embeddedin ancientsagely articulations for

scholars to uncover. In hisfirst essay, completed at about the age offif-

teen, a workcalled Setsuhei, meaning roughly“a critical discrimination of

doctrines,” he challenged the integrity of the classical texts upon which

the entire Confucian moraltradition rested. The empirical scrutiny of

ancient texts did not justify the conclusion accepted by most scholars

that moralnorms could be found in ancient texts. On the contrary, these

texts, without exception and henceincluding those held to be sacred at

the Kaitokud6, the Analects and The Book of Mencius, wereall polemical,

passionate, and unreliable as sources of normsfor later history.

Ancientvirtues, Miyake Sekian had said, echoing a position held by

Itd Jinsai as well, could be identified in certain classical texts and these

could serve as moral norms for commoners to identify with in the con-

temporary world in order to guide their actions. It was this basic proposi-

tion that Tominaga founduncritical and deceptive. His readings into an-

cient texts indicated to him that such a transference of value from the

past to the present wasto use fabricated ideas as though they were nor-

mative in an abstract moral sense when,in fact, whatis truly normative

in ancient texts cannot be determined since ideas undergo constantdis-

tortion over time. For this appallingly disrespectful theory, Tominaga was

forced to leave the Kaitokud6. The strange disappearanceof his Setsuhei

at this time points to the likelihood of it being destroyed, although he

incorporated the thesis of that essay into his two main subsequent works,

the Shutsujd gogo—“Interpretations Subsequent to Origination’”—and

Okina no fumi—“Jottings of an Old Man.” Worthyofnoteis the fact that

Tominaga then enrolled in a nearby school under one Tanaka Tok6

(1667—1742), a disciple of Ogyii Sorai, where he pursuedhis philological

studies for several additional years before taking on employmentat about

the age of nineteen at the Zen temple in Kyoto, Manpukuji, toassist in

the preparation of a new edition of the Tripitaka, Most of the materials
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on Buddhist history that he used in the Shutsujé gogo were drawn from his
work on that editorial project. Both the Shutsujo and the Okina were
published in 1745, a year before his death at the age of thirty-one.In his
last few years, he is said to have turned to writing a history of Japan,
which, had his health not failed him, would certainly have resulted in a
most interesting work given hisclearly defined theoretical orientation to-
ward historical knowledge.’

Shutsujd gogo and Okina no fumi are provocative treatises. In a style
that manifests a fresh sense of intellectual discovery, Tominaga proposes
that historical texts invariably embody a silent polemical intentionality
that cannot be readily detected on the surfaces of the pages and which
reveal upon closer examination an ambitious contestation on the part of
the author vis-a-vis another point of view against which that author
wishes to gain intellectual advantage and supremacy. The sages of the
past, he argued, did not composetheir so-called classics divorced from
somesort of doctrinal contest, and this invariably involved rival claims
as to the exact meaningof the original principle or vow and thusas to
what constituted the true tradition that ought to prevail in the present.
To achieve persuasive advantage, the sages, without admitting to doing
so, embellished received ideas with interpretive excesses and extraneous
glosses, thus distorting the very tradition they claimed to be true. Sec-
tarian andfactional lines were then formed around the various contend-
ing claims. Their varying views were then “anthologized” and imputed to
contain authoritative moral truths. Each successive era repeated this po-
lemical distortion of received ideas and anthologized positions as being
the authoritative interpretation of true tradition, further distorting moral
precepts in the process. “It is invariably the case,” Tominaga observed in
Okina, “that one who expoundson an ancient philosophy always founds
his own school of philosophy . . . and seeks to improve onthe positions
of his predecessors. His own view in turn becomespart of tradition, and
later generations follow this derivative philosophy without knowingits
origin.” ’ The history of moral ideas, in other words,is not atall the un-
folding of insights into whatis true, but ambitious struggles over ortho-
doxy that producefalsifications and that render them utterly unreliable as
a stable source of ethical authority for the present. To teach theseideas as
though they were unshakablecertainties is to deceive well meaning and
unsuspecting human beings in the everyday world.

In Tominaga’s view, all of the major religions were vulnerable to the
same set of charges. The entire history of Buddhism (the central subject
of his Shutsujd) is one of polemical contention based on mystical distor-
tions and ungroundedspeculations, all of which began over a struggle as
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to whose positon was heterodox—gedo—literally, “outside of the way.”
After the histcrical Buddha had formulated his religious ideas, he is said
to have conveyed their basic meaning to his disciples shortly before his

death. Nothing but disagreement ensued as to what exactly had been
said. Some say he made a “vow”that all would be saved; others said he
conveyedall hz had to say without words. After centuries of inconclusive
debates, sectarian lines hardened into what is sometimes called the
“greater” and “lesser” wheel, or Mahayana and Hinayana, within which
the disputes were carried on. Even within a major contendingtradition,

sectarian lines developed—Ritsu, Tendai, Shingon, Shin, Zen, etc.—

with each sectstriving to outdo rivals as the recipientof true history and
relying on devious intellectual methods to deceive the ordinary people.‘

Confucianism too, while not given to the mystical and superstitious
excesses of Buddhism, reveals a similar history of ambitious sectarian de-

bate. Here again the contention down throughthecenturies has revolved
around whatis true history which is based on what exactly the sages
might have said and over which scholars argued and formed sectarian

lines to establish the supremacy of their views overthose of others. Con-
fucianism thus reveals a history of deception through dogmatic over-
emphasis, convenientdeletions, and excessive generalization. Thetradi-
tion, Tominaga observed, has reached the Tokugawaintellectual world
itself, as witnessed in the polemical writings of It6 Jinsai and Ogyii Sorai.

Referring to Ogyi’s critique of the Analects, the Rongo ché, as entirely a
“subjective” interpretation and nodifferent in its polemical distortions
than those whom he attacked, Tominaga accused Ogyi of presenting

ideas that looked attractive but in fact were not the viewsof the ancients
as he claimed them to be—koini arazaru nari. In particular, Ogyi had
committed thefallacy of reducingall of the key concepts into creations
of the ancient kings—sen’d no gi—thus offering “laughable” arguments
such as the absenceofa stable thesis in the Analects and excessively dis-
torting the views of other scholars. From Tominaga’s viewpoint, Ogyii,to
defend his absurd thesis, was compelled to argue that “righteousness” and
“principle” and ‘accurate center”—gi, ri, chi—werenotrelevant to the
ancientclassics that the Sung scholars such as Chu Hsi (1130-1200) had
relied on. Yet anyone reading those texts, Tominaga argued,could readily
detect these concepts in them,as in the Book of Songs, Analects, and the

Doctrine of theMean. By accusing Ogyt of being mistaken in not accept-
ing the “center” of a fact as being “principled” and claiming this to be a
nonargument—ri arazarru nishite nanzo—we detect Tominaga defending

the Kaitokud6 epistemology of objectivity and of “righteousness” possess-
ing a calculable and “principled” center, It was this defense ofthe ethic
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of “righteousness,” or “truthfulness” as his preferred term would putit,
however, that was the premise of Tominaga’s theoretical position that no
historical text or scholarly interpretation of it were reliable sources of

stable knowledge for men to resort to in grasping the meaningof action

in the present.’
He summarized his overall view of Confucianism in the following

manner:

Kao Tzu said ‘humannature is neither good nor evil’ to improve
on Shih Tzu’s theory that ‘human nature is partly good and bad.’
Mencius’ view of innate human goodness is a betterment of Kao

Tzu’s view of human beings as being neither good nor evil. Hsun

Tzu, meanwhile theorized on the innate evil character of men to

outdo Mencius. Yueh Cheng Tzusingled outthe ideaoffilial piety,

based on the dialogues of Tseng Tzu, to write a canon onthe subject,

and thereby abandona wide range of previous doctrines. Unaware of

the details of this history, the Sung philosophers took all of these

various doctrines as parts of a single orthodoxy. More recently, Ité

Jinsai observed that only Mencius hada true insight into Confucius

and that the views of the others wereall heterodox. And Ogya Sorai

argued that the ideas of Confucius were actually part of the Way of

the Ancient Kings and that Tzu Ssu, Mencius and others taught
things that were adverse to that Way. So manyofthese views are mis-

taken as they fail to see the real truth.®

With relentless consistency, Tominagaleveled his defiant attack against
Shintoism. Herefused to romanticizeit as later scholars of national stud-

ies would. Nothing in its history moved Tominaga to modify hiscritical

evaluationof religious history. The same kindsof distortions spawned by
competitive polemics are to be found in the religious history of his own
land as in Buddhism and Confucianism.It too unveils a history of decep-
tion. His language from Okina, voiced through the “old man,” leaves
little doubt as to his harshly negative opinion of Shintoism asa history of
polemicaldistortions.

As for Shinto, people several hundred years ago called it the an-

cient way of Japan, and superior to Confucianism and Buddhism.

. . . Clearly both [Confucianism and Buddhism] were formulated by

later thinkers for their own particular age. Now Shinto too did not

haveits genesis in divine antiquity. It wasfirst taught as Dual Shinto,
combining elements from Confucianism and Buddhism in ways that

were convenient andsuitable for the time. Then came Honjaku Engi
Shinto, whichreflected the attitude of Buddhists who envied the

growing popularity of Shinto and outwardly taught Shinto while ac-
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tually reducing it to the stature accorded to Buddhism. Therefol-
lowed Yai Shinto, which separated itself from Confucianism and
Buddhism and claimed to be the pure Shinto. These three formsof
Shinto all flourished several hundred years ago. Recently a new type
of Shinto called the Imperial Way has gained prominence. Except to
say the Imperial Way is Shinto, it lacks specific doctrines. Thereis
also a teaching whichclaimsto be Shinto, butis essentially the same
as Confucianism. Noneof these types of Shinto is derived from di-
vine antiquity. As just outlined, they competed for superiority under
the pretense of teaching the people. Unawareof this fact, the foolish
in the world believed them to be true, practiced their erroneous
teachings, and invariably quarreled among themselves. The old man
thought this to be pathetic and laughable.’

The main thrust of Tominaga’s iconoclastic and critical ideas abouthis-
tory are easy enough to discern as the previous passages cited from his
writings clearly reveal. His thinking, however, takes on added complex-
ity in the simultaneous introduction of concepts about language andcul-
ture. Tominaga was squarely within the broad framework of eighteenth-
century historicism in exhibiting these interests. The supposition that
firm knowledgeis to be located in history, which Tominaga shared with
his predecessors It6 Jinsai and Ogyti Sorai, led scholars of the historicist
persuasion to an intense interest in language itself as an objective datum
and, in turn, to the related matter of distinguishable uses of language in
different cultures. Tominaga, as already emphasized, had oriented himself
toward thehistoricist position which argued that the proper object of
knowledge is history. He deduced from this approach thelesson thatfixed
moral normscould not be located there. Assertions to the contrary were
irresponsible, and to make such claims such as It and Ogya had done,

therefore, was to simply repeat the ambitious polemics of their predeces-
sors. The problem remained, however, that the language that human be-
ings used was inherited from the past, and if language is manipulable
according to emotive human intent, how is the ethical person in the
present to avoid the excesses to which received language has been sub-
jected?In other words, if moral language is encasedin sectarian exaggera-
tion, how does one then disengage himself from thatreality?
Tominaga does not provide us with a clearly defined solution to this

knotty problem embeddedin critical historicism. In pursuing his study of
“one-upmanship”in religious history, however, he had begun to address
the possibility that language revealed regularly repeated patterns of use
through which emotive purposes were articulated and which could be ob-
jectively identified. The idea being suggested here wasnot that the study
of “language” could show “norm” but thatit couldclarify how distortions
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took place. Sectarian contention, in short, does not occur haphazardly

but within identifiable contexts and also with a reliance on rhetorical

strategies that were repeated in the various historical eras. Although

Tominagadid not formulate a comprehensive theory of language, his his-

toricist reasoning went beyond the debunkingofreligions to an analysis

of patterns in the use of language, a discussion that situates him in the

widereighteenth-century intellectual concern with this problem.

Tominaga outlined his conception of language in his Shutsujd gogo.

Language consisted of three distinguishable elements—gen ni sanbutsu

ari. He called the first of these the “human” dimension, by which he

meant the subjective, individualized, and hence relative perspective

found in the use of language. Language always expresses a discrete point

of view, and in its polemical form this is a sectarian view. Language, in

this sense, is never neutral and therefore varies in rhetorical content de-

pending on the context and thus must not be thought of as being the

bearer of fixed truths. Applying this thesis to show the revision of Bud-

dhist concepts over the centuries, Tominaga concluded with a few terse

lines: “These are all sectarian words [kagon]. The variety of views we

see expressed illustrates the observation that a human viewpointis em-

bedded in the language”—iwayuru gen ni hito aru nari.*
A related dimensionis “historical time.” While the subjective element

refers to the individualized use of language representing different view-

points in a certain situation, the dimension ofhistorical time points to

language change in a broad and comprehensive sense. Thus, while lan-

juage ostensibly remainssimilar in external form, as Japanese remaining

Japanese over time, it nonetheless does not remainstatic andin fact un-
dergoes substantial alteration in both sound and meaning from one epoch

to the next. Again, while this idea reinforces the point that moral con-

cepts do not remain unchanged over time, the emphasis here is not on

sectarian differences but on the inexorable change in languageas history

passes comprehensively from one era to another. Despite certain obvious

continuities, for example, the language of ancient Japan, Heian, and

lokugawais quite distinctive to each respective period. Evidences from

the history of Buddhism demonstrate, Tominaga observed, that Sanskrit

terms from the immediate post-Han period (ca. fourth century 4.D.) are
quite different from those of the early Sui three centuries later, and these

ure not merely cases of differing dialects but of actual language change.

These differences,” he observes, “are often referred to as one ofdialect.

Hut language in fact differs with each age, so that pitch and voice un-

dergo change as language changes with time. The so-called dialect is not

at all a true dialect and should be seen as embodying the history of an
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era’—gen ni yo amt nari.” Thus, differences within an age as manifested in

doctrinal contests and similarly between disparate time periods, as evi-

denced in the dynamic change of language, combine to relativize moral

assertions madein the past. All humanbeings, eventhe greatestofsages,

mustrely on the language of their day, not that of anotherera in the past.

Each historical present, in short, must deal with the contentionsof the

time andthe language available to it. However, quite aside from the spe-

cifics of any given historical context, certain functional, rhetorical pat-

terns are observable, Tominaga noted, that makeit possible for scholars

to see language in termsof these regularly repeated patterns and thereby

enhanceone’s critical understanding of how languageis used in any given

historical situation, including the present.

In this third and most intriguing of Tominaga’s ideas, he referred ab-

stractly to language as containing “patterns”—gen ni rui aru nari—that

clarify how concepts are presented. Tominaga’s discussion unfolds rather

casually,asif this theory of language came to mind somewhere midstream

in his composition of Shutsujd. Moreover, while he spoke of“five pat-

terns,” he discussed only four in one place and belatedly introduced the

fifth in the very last section of the treatise, practically as an afterthought.

The evidencesare also cryptic and presented as though they should be

obvious to the reader, which hardly seems to have been the case then,

and obviously less so for the modern historian. Yet, a provocative intel-

lectual drive at work is discernible in this discussion that goes consider-

ably beyond the previous two elements in theoretical curiosity. We see an

attempt being made by Tominaga to abstract from his use of the philo-

logical method a broadly applicable set of rhetorical categories that tran-

scend the constraints of polemics and historical change. We see a theo-

retically bold turn of mind displayed as he groped for ways to deal with

language as an objective problem of knowledge.

Tominaga’s basic thesis may be summarized as follows: If distortion is

endemic to the history of moral ideas, certain basic rhetorical patterns

that are related butdistinguishable in function shouldbediscernible. Fol-

lowing this line of inquiry, he then proceeded to identify “five” such pat-

terns, all of which add up to impressive evidence that he had taken his

historicist reasoning quite fat indeed into the area of language study.

In the first of these patterns, Tominaga perceived “expansive”—ché,

haru—use of language. The meanings of termsare stretched far beyond

the limits of their original identification with a specific, physical object.

Metaphoric references are used tofacilitate this “stretching” process. In

Buddhism, for example, a term that literally means “physical arena”—

d6jo—is used metaphorically to depict a spiritual or religious state, so
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that a term used conventionally to describe a concrete empirical object
is distorted through this rhetorical mode of “expansion” into an abstract

religious concept denoting a spiritual world of saints and bodhisattvas.
Similarly in Shinto, the physical reference to the “high plains”—Takama
no hara—is extended to mean the heavenly realm of the gods and, in
turn, as the source ofspirituality in all things. Regardless of the philo-

sophical contentor thehistorical context, religions exhibit this rhetori-

cal pattern of exaggerating the concrete or the actual—jitsu—into an
abstract concept without verifiable empirical reference, and thus, he

concluded, “Examples of this kind all belong to the pattern of expan-
siveness”—kaku no gotoku no tui wa mina chésetsu nari. '°

Precisionis sacrificed in the next pattern as well, although the nuance

here is somewhatdifferent. While in the previous pattern concrete terms
were extended in meaning, in this second variant abstract and all-

inclusive terms—hence, han—areused from the outset to define the par-

ticular. Discrete physical references are not used metaphorically to make

abstract claims. Through the argumentation from the general, all par-
ticularities are invested with spiritual meaning. Thus in Buddhism, the

universal absolute is authoritatively presented without the mediation of
empirical references and is claimed to have a cosmicreality prior to expe-

rience and to the emergence of differences in the universe.It is said to

precede even moraldistinctions of good and evil. As the absolute per-

vades the universe, it is said also-to reside as an essential spirit in each
particular individual as his “buddha-hood” or “buddha-nature.” Here,

neither the authoritative premise nor the particular embodimentis verifi-
able in termsof empirical references. However, by arguing thatthespiri-

tual essence of the particular is identical with the universal, by underlin-
ing spiritual similitude over particular physical differences, the idea can

then be advanced that all human beings were endowed with a spirit of
yoodness or a buddha-nature that could transcend the physical and attain
salvation. All of the particulars are thus made to seem to be “afloat”—

ukabu, an alternative reading of han—on a commonspiritual sea, eradi-
cating in the particular the blemishes of age, poverty, lowliness of status,

and soforth and thus dignifyingall in terms of the assertion of universal

spirit. It is an argument that is captured best, in Tominaga’s view, in
the phrase, “The entirety of humankind each andall is blessed with a
huddha-nature”—Issai shuj6 wa mina nyoraiz6."

I'he third pattern is a direct extension of the previous oneandis dis-

tinguishable fromit in intensity and hence in quality. The pattern may be

thought ofas being a form of logical reductionism, or taking an authori-

tative premise to its logical limit—hence, ki or uchitsukeru. Whereas the
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former pattem is somewaatstatic in its description of the spiritual com-

monality of all beings, n this particular pattern a dynamic dimension
is made to in:ervene in the form of concrete humanaction. Similitude is

replaced by differentiation through this. The idea of universal Buddha-
hood is now expressed in terms of the individualrealization of moralvir-

tue in concrete ways as in acts of compassion and mercy,or simply “good

works.” Ultimate spiritual essence comes to be expressed in terms of

concrete virtues. The individual is no longer only blessed with buddha-
nature, he is now also a “scholar” or a “saint.” As the universal is taken

to its logical limits in the form of concrete human action, distinctions

emerge between the wise and the ordinary, the imperturbable and the
passionate, the saint anc the vulgar, the high andthe lowly. Thus, while

all particulars may be said to be afloat on a vast infinite sea, some are

claimed to be enlightened, others ignorant. The rhetorical function of
language used in this mannerto show qualitative differences is to elevate
those who understand true tradition from the heretical and unenlight-

ened, from those who grasp the way and those who remainoutsideit.
Yet another rhetoricalstrategy, the use of ironic opposites—or han—is

used to distort language. Asin the previouscase, the universalis reduced
to the level of the particular. Here, however, languageis twisted so that

conventional terms are made to mean something other than usually ex-

pected. The device is used when concrete acts presumed to be good be-

come habitual and customary and lose their ethical significance. Con-
ventional language no longersuffices to convey what is good. The device
of twisting and reversing the meaning of termsis thus relied on as argu-
mentative strategy. “The term jishi,” Tominaga writes, citing from Bud-

dhism, “originally meant somethingevil as in passionate self-indulgence.
But this was used instead to mean goodness. Among the patterns in
language, this is called the use of opposites.” ” Tominaga might well have
drawn additional examples from Zen Buddhism in which opposites are
juxtaposed to transform meanings, in asymmetry being symmetry, the
bent straight, the aged beauty, the rustic pure, the blind having true
sight, and so forth. In all of these, what is true in the conventional

and empirical world of meaning is transformed through the device of
ironic reversal—or perversion if one is reconstructing the history of
polemical contestation and intellectual distortion. In other words, one
of the key patterns by which language and moral ideas undergo change
is through the conscious twisting of conventional meanings for, atfirst,

purely rhetorical effect but which, in its perverted form, comes to be

conventionalized.
At theend ofhis treatise, Tominaga introducedafifth pattern here-
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ferred to as “transformation”or “change”—ten—whichis linked directly
to his discussion of ironic opposites. While in the previous pattern the
passionateis said to be good, the angularstraight, the blind sightful, in
the fifth pattern or“transformation”evil is said to become good. The em-
phasis here is on process rather than ironic effect. Language is thus em-
ployed to convey change from onestate into anotherthatis totally differ-
ent: a hopeless andtotally passionate person transforms himself into his
opposite being; from absenceof spirit, one is delivered into total spiritu-
ality. “Is it not said,” Tominaga thuswrites, “that a thoroughly evil per-
son devoid of buddha-nature nonetheless transforms himself? Andthisis
said to be realized on one’s self-strength and not on theaid of others. In-
deed, is it not here that the source of buddha-natureis said to be found
even though such a buddha-nature is said not to have been there? The
use of language in this manneris transformation.” ”
Drawn from Zen Buddhism, Tominaga’s example points to the argu-

mentthat rejects the idea of a universal spiritual essence as an authori-
tative given andplaces the generating source ofreligious deliverance in
the concrete individual, thus transforming the individual from one to-
tally devoid of buddha-spirit to a saintly bodhisattva. Tominaga’s main
point, however, was that in this rhetorical strategy language was used to
focus on the process of change from onestate to another, andthis pattern
was thus distinguishable from the other ones and should be included as
one of the ways in whichreligious ideas were shaped into polemical form
historically.

These examples provide suggestive evidence as to the analytical orien-
tation of Tominaga’s thinking. Disputes over moral ideas may be endemic
to all histories, but they occurfor different individualized purposesin dif-
ferent times and through distinguishable patterns. Rhetorical patterns in
particular may be utilized in distinct religious histories, as in Buddhism
and Shintoism, and as they are regularly repeated in different times and
places may in this sense be said to be “universal.” To be sure, the net
effect is always the same: ordinary humanbeingsare deceived into believ-
ing religious and moral assertions that have no groundingin existential
humanreality.

In contrast to rhetorical patterns that may be universal, Tominaga also
advanced the theory that language systems contained within themselves
certain characteristics that were culturally specific and not universal.
(hus while argumentsof “expansion,” “universal authority,” “logical dif-
ferentiation,”“ironic opposites,” and “change” maybeutilized in a num-
her of different contexts, certain basic cultural characteristics that are
historically particular cannot be transferred and grafted into other con-
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texts through rhetoricel devices. In short, Tominaga superimposed yet
another dimension to tis understanding of language, that of cultural dis-
tinctiveness. Whle this view was consistent with his overall historicist
mode of reasoning, he used it to argue that change and distortion over
time took place in historical time sequences that were parallel and dis-
tinct and not interactive. Attempts at grafting religious systems across
these distinct lines were thustotally artificial and arbitrary and a major
source of distorticn. Tcminaga foundit ludicrous, for example, that the
Obaku Zen sect at Manpukuji, where he had been employed as an edi-
tor, was a thoroughly sinicized form of Buddhism in which the monks
in Japan continued to wear Chinese-style mandarin dress while living
within a Japanese language and cultural context. He took to task his
fellow countrymen who deluded themselves into believing that foreign
customs could be duplicated in Japan. “Buddhists in Japan,” he observed,
“. . . are intent on emulating the customsof India. Indulging in prac-
tices that are inappropriate to this country, they fail to understand the
meaning of the true way. The old man detested this and ridiculed it.”
Similarly, he went on, “Confucianists in Japan . . . are unquestioning in
their emulation of Chinese manners and customs. To imitate Chinese
customs thatare foreign to this country is to misunderstand the essence
of Confucianism.” *

Each historical sequence, Tominaga reasoned, contained withinitself
a comprehensive quality informing the process of change, creation, and
distortion. Buddhism was produced within a dynamic cultural context
specific to India and similarly Confucianism to China and Shintoism to
Japan. Except through drastic distortion, Buddhism could not be trans-
planted into China, nor Confucianism into Japan. And since each se-
quence changes in terms of a momentum specific to it, religious forms of
the past are no longer relevant to the respective present, certainly not to
his Japan. Tominagaset forth his thoughts by arguing that Buddhism is
the wayof India; Confucianism is the way of China; and as one country
differs from the other, so the teachings of these countries are not the way
of Japan. Similarly, Shinto is the way of Japan, but time changes and
Shintois no longer the way of the present. What weperceive here is the
use of disparate historical developmentto further reinforce the argument
that history is relative. Exogenoushistory is unrelated to Japan; ancient
Japan is irrelevant to the present. Tominaga’s purpose in making history
relative in order to affirm the judgmentalcapacity of ordinary individuals
in the sociall world of the present is clear enough. The ideaof cultural
distinctiveness, however, was a potent concept that was subject to appro-
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priation by later thinkers to reaffirm the uniqueness of Japanese culture
and language, even though it does not appear to have been Tominaga’s

main aim to privilege Japanese history.
The ambiguity can be traced to Tominaga’s discussion of cultural types

in the Shutsuj6é gogo. He discussed this problem in terms that were not
entirely negative, suggesting for example that the use of languageto per-
suade the people had to be in accord with the cultural preferencesof the
populace at large and that each society possessed a “preference”—sono
minshin no konomu tokoro—thatwas distinctive to itself. “The custom of
India is an extreme attraction to mysticism,” Tominaga thus wrote, “and

it is analogous to the fondness for scholarly studies in China. In general
those who prepared the teachings and explained the way invariably pro-
ceeded with these [customs] in mind. Were it not so, the people would

not have believed in them.” In discussing Japan, he presented what he
saw as the people’s cultural preference in a positive light.

In contrast to the mysticism and scholasticism of India and Chinare-

spectively, the Japanese prize “direct, unadorned, honest language”—
seikai shitchoku no go o konomu. As already alluded to, however, Tominaga

lodged this cultural preference in the general populace as a customary
value belonging to the people and thus set it apart from the formal
religion or the elitist schools of scholarship. The idea is tantalizingly
presented here that popular preferences are not simply flawed “habits”
continued over time but also the source of cultural virtue. Although

irrelevant to other societies, India’s mysticism is essential to India. The
same may besaid of scholasticism for China. And so too the Japanese
attraction to the straightforward spirit—naoki no kokoro; makoto no kokoro,
etc.—and to the down-to-earth ethic of precision—ké, shimeru. These

may be taken to represent, in Tominaga’s eyes, the cultural resources for

Japan’s own “virtue.” Tominaga seems, therefore, to have erected a di-

chotomy between formal or doctrinal religions, which although inter-
twined with distinctive cultures were nonetheless fabricated over time,

and popular cultural orientations or preferences, which were not in and
of themselvesflawed and whichconstituted the basis of divergent cultural
virtues. B

His general thinking on this interpretive twist deserves recounting, es-
pecially his scathing denunciation of organized or “fabricated”religions,
us this then sets the stage for the presentation of his view of “virtue” as
heing the way of “truthfulness”—or, in short, the Japanese cultural pref-

erencefor “straightforwardness” and “precision.” He began in his Okina
with this irreverent attack on Indian Buddhism:
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Theflaw of Budihismis its reliance on magic. By this is meant the

use of chicanery te create illusions. India is a country thatfindsfas-
cination w:th sorcery, even as a means with which to explain the
Way. When magicis not woveninto religion, the people will not be

responsive to it. because he knew this, Buddha taught himself the

techniques of sorcery, engaging in six years of ascetic exercises in the

mountains to lear the art of creating illusions. The miracles and

supernatural evens that are described in the various sutras are all
magicalillusions. . . . All sorcery. To addstill another point, Bud-

dhists believe in the transmigration of the soul and inventstories

aboutthe previouslives of the Buddha’s disciples and of Buddha him-

self, and then they explain the truth of these stories with various

supernatural means. While these were all devices to convert the In-
dians to Buddhism, surely they are unnecessary to the Japanese. '°

Predictably, the denunciation of Chinese Confucianism is equally

vehement:

Confucianism is excessively scholastic. Our society thinks it is

eloquence. The Chinese adore it. Even in explaining an idea to the

people, if the language is not proper, the audience will not be re-

sponsiveto it. Take for example the explanations of the meaning of

rites. Originally the term for rites meant those ceremonies performed
at puberty, marriage, mourning, and at festivals. Today it is used

to mean the duties of a son to his father and of a retainer to his

lord. It is tied to the moral character of human nature, as it is to

sight, sound, speech, and action. As you are well aware, it is even

said to transcend heaven and earth and to embraceall things. . . .
All of these examples show how in Confucianism commonsensical
things are explained with rhetorical excess and verbosity so as to at-

tract a popular following. Like Indian sorcery, Chinese verbosity is
unnecessary.’

Tominaga then plungeshis sword with unflinching consistency into the
religion of his own land:

The blemish of Shinto is obscurantism, the reliance on mystical

formulae and injunctions that concealreality. It is the source of de-
ception and thievery. In the least, sorcery and rhetoricalness may be

worth either seeing or listening to and hence maybetolerable. But
obscurantism has mo such redeeming features. Since people in an-
cient days were simpleminded, obscurantism may have been useful
for purposes of instruction. Whencorruption,lying, and stealing are

as rampantas they are today, the teachings of Shintopriests reinforce

these tendencies. .. . . Even teachers of the lowly No dramaor the
tea ceremonyareimfluenced by them. Theysell certificates for profit,
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How wretched they are. . . . Any doctrine . . . that is obscure, de-

mandsa price, and is mystical, cannot be thought to be the way of

truthfulness. '*

Having totally rejected historical religions, foreign and domestic, as

irrelevant to Japan in the present, Tominaga then proceededto “the way

of truthfulness” which he prescribedas the only realistic alternative avail-

able to his society as it was deeply enmeshed in the commonsense men-

tality of the people. The “way” is not to be identified with moral ab-

solutes and philosophical truths but closely to the individual self in

everydaylife, a view that closely reflects [t6 Jinsai’s philosophy. “The way

of truthfulness,” he thus comments, began aspractice. “A way that can-

not be acted outis not the way of truthfulness . . .” Tominaga then goes
on to elaborate what he means:

The answeris simply doing whatis reasonable, making daily work

in the present to be of highest importance, and being correct in

thought,careful in speech, discreet in conduct,filial to parents. With

diligence one should serve masters, educate one’s children, guide

those below, respect older brothers, be kind to younger relatives,

care for the aged, be warm to children, remember ancestors, pro-

mote harmony in the home. One should be honest among men and

avoid debauchery, respect superiors, and be compassionate to the

foolish. Mostofall, we should not do to others what we should not

want doneto ourselves. . . . Do notsteal even a grain of sand. Give

when you must without the fate of the kingdom in mind. . . . Do

not immerse yourself in wanton pleasure and drink. Do not kill a

living thing that is not harmful to human life. Nourish your own

individualself. . . .”°

Underlying this brisk endorsement of conventionalethics as taught at

the Kaitokud6 and understood by the world around him is Tominaga’s

central existential thesis. One ought to do these things not becauseit is

sanctioned by tradition to do so, or because a wise sage prescribed them,

or that a classical text explains their meaning, but simply because they

are essential to human life in the present, making human interaction

regular and orderly rather than violently chaotic which is intolerable.

Moreover, if one were ethical in these practical and commonsensical

ways without indulging in time-consuming debates as to their ultimate

underpinning in the cosmosor in historical texts, then one could, in

fact, devote himself to an intellectual or aesthetic pursuit of his own in-

terest. “When one hastime to spare,” he notes, “he should study a spe-

cial are and thereby seek to realize excellence. . . . Commenting on this
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view, the old man observed that the Analects advises one to do what
should be done and then apply himself to an art.””° Even in the Bud-

dhist tradition, Tominaga politely observed, monks were encouraged to
study literature and mathematics: “These too are insights into the way of
truthfulness.”

By disengaging theself from all of the “useless” things of the past and

not making of ethics any more than what they were, that is, practical
guidelines for humanexistence, the individual could then realize his own
particular talent or what Ogyi Sorai had called the distinctive “little vir-
tue” that each individual was blessed with at birth and which should be
developed toits fullest expressive potential. Believing that the essential
purpose of kingly benevolence was to allow humanbeings to do this,

Ogyi also had written toward the end of Bendé in language that clearly
resonated with Tominaga’. In the “way of human nourishment”—Ogyii
reasoned, onerelies on “benevolence” and gains mastery of an art. As

Confucius taught, all human beings possessed a virtue that was distinc-

tive to themselves so thatby relying on the way of peace and benevolence

of the ancient kings, everyone could realize fully their personalvirtues.”
It is this idea of immersing oneself in the “enjoyment”of and “devotion”
to a special art—gei ni asobu—that is woven into Tominaga’s ostensibly

commonsensical idea of“truthfulness.” In Tominaga’s eyes, a mathemati-
cian and studentofliterature were worthy of respect, but not a schol-

arly monk, for while the latter claimed to teach about grand, ultimate

truths, the former were devoted to their personal “virtue” writ small.

Tominaga’s idea of “goodness” would also be writ small in the manner

ofItd Jinsai. Being good is doing the obvious—sono atarimae—inthe ac-
tual world of daily work and play, being compassionate to others and sup-
portiveof one’s self. It means doing good “in countlesslittle ways”—moro
moro no yoki o okonau—andfrom doing these things goodnessis gener-
ated—okonawaruru yoriidetaru. Truthfulness, then, asit is articulated as

part of the world of commonersin daily life, resemblesclosely the ethics
of Itd. Although Ité relied on Menciusas a source of norm and Tominaga
did not, both men nonetheless immersed themselves in textual analysis

to emphasize the ethical potential of commonersin the present. To both
of them, goodnessis not a distant absolute but a way oflife that is close at
handin the narrow byways of the immediate world. Goodness and truth-
fulness are thus generated from below by commoners whopossess the

capacity to know andto judge and not imposed from aboveasa fixed ab-
solute. Ethical potential, in this important respect, belongs to everyone,
not to sages or men wiith high status, andit is rooted in the cultural pref-
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erence of the Japanese people as a whole for honesty, precision, straight-
forwardness—in sum, “the way of truthfulness,” makoto no michi.”!

The convergence of Tominaga’s ideas with those of Its and Ogyii is
yrounded in a skepticism toward the use of cosmology to anchor moral

absolutes. It is a skepticism that led them intellectually to history, or con-
crete human experience, as the primary field of knowledge for scholars
and to rely on philology and textualcriticism as their method. From their

reading ofhistory, they formulated ethical perspectives into the present.
In the case of It6 and Ogya,the intellectual procedure of leaving indige-
nous history and returning to it after identifying with a normative basis

in an alternative tradition is of vital significance, as evidenced by the
crucial role that “Mencius” and the “ancient kings” play in their re-

spective systems of thought. They shared a tendency to seek out a uni-
versalistic norm by which to explain history and ethical action in the
present, seeing all histories, in this regard, as being comparable at some
deep morallevel, thus justifying the transference to Japan of norms drawn
from an unrelated historical past.

As already emphasized, Tominaga strenuously denied that such trans-
ference was valid. Changes within a single sequence were too extensive

and the cultural difference between parallel cultures too deep. In thefinal
analysis, Tominaga did not believe in the comparability of historical ex-
periences and denied the utility of introducing refined norms uncovered

in ancient texts into the present. It6 and Ogyi had erred in trying to do
that and thus revealed themselves to be in that unfortunate historical
stream of polemical scholarship. These critical reservations notwith-
tanding, Tominaga most certainly shared a related epistemology and
methodology with Ité and Ogyi. Like them he exhibits a logical inclina-
‘ion to take a particular philological method and hold firmly to a clear set
of conclusions rather than to indulge in eclecticism. In these variousre-

spects, Tominaga was not a unique andisolated figure, detached from
the historicist discourse on knowledge that captured the attention of
the scholarly world in the early eighteenth century. However eccentric

und nonconformist he may have seemedto colleagues at the Kaitokuds,
heginning with Miyake and subsequent historians, he shared a broad
commonground with Its, Ogya, andtheir historicist schools of thought.”

It is not mere coincidence, therefore, that his thinking shouldparallel
that of his contemporary Dazai Shundai, Ogyi’s leading studentofpoliti-
«al economy.” Both share a decided impatience with historical texts as
wources of truth. Although Dazai retained Ogyi’s idea of kingly benevo-

lence, he, like Tominaga, tended to use historicist reasoning to deem-
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phasize the author:ty of the past and to comprehend the present in terms

of currentrealities, There is a coherent relationship in their thinking that

situates them within a commonframe of reference, even though the em-

phasis of Dazai was on assessing the state of the economy while Tominaga

was concerned primarily with ethics for commoners, especially those in

the commercial world of Osaka where he lived.

Equally intriguing, although here again hardly accidental, is the.

miring evaluation of Tominaga’s ideas by leaders of the National Stu "

Movement—Kokugaku—notably Motoori Norinaga (1730-1801) ani

Hirata Atsutane (1776-1843). These thinkers also sought to bring to

presentreality what they believedto beits true meaning without en ren

ations of foreign religions, language, and aesthetics. Tominaga’s idea o

cultural distinctiveness and the nontransferability of values across paral-

lel historical lines certainly found a sympathetic response from advocates

of national cultural uniqueness. The fact that Tominaga did not spare

Shinto from his caustic comments went unnoticed while his attack on

Buddhism in Shutsuj6 gogo offered the leaders of national studies a schol-

arly critique that reinforced their dislike of that religion as being foreign

and intrusive to indigenous culture. Motoori certainly was deeply se

pressed by the Shutsujo and recorded his evaluation ofit in his intellec-

tual autobiography Tamakatsuma (1799):

In nearby Osaka there lived a person by the name of Tominaga

Nakamoto. During the Enky6 years [mid 1740s] he published a work

called Shutsujé gogo in which he discussed the way of Buddhism.

Drawing ona wide variety of canonical texts from thattradition, he

presented detailed documentation many of which are wonderful to

read. It seems to begin with that this person [Tominaga]felt it fruit-

ful to study Confucianism as well, so that his Chinese-style prose is

also quite polished. Though himself not a Buddhistpriest, his nie

ordinarily lucid insights into Buddhist texts reveal a depth ofknow -

edge thatis not to be found in the various sects. How truly impres-

sive his methodis.”

Brushing aside the attempts of Buddhist scholars to refute bist

(such as Musd Bunyi in Hi Shutsuj6 gogo, 1759) as frankly speaking,

useless”—muge ni iu kai naki mono nari—Motoori concluded that, try as

these critics might, they would notbe able to undo or contain the impor-

tance of Tominaga’s scholarship, whichis the literal meaning of these

words—Kono ‘Shutsujo’ oba, eshimo yaburaji to koso oboyure.

Motoori’s elegant wordsof praise could not escape theattention of Fe

protégé Hirata Atsutane. “Our teacher,” Hirata wrote, read this book,
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indin his collection of scattered essays, Tamakatsuma,praised it over and

over again”—kaesu gaesu homeokaretaru de gozaru. Hirata then began a
‘earch for the Shutsujd in Osaka and Edo bookstores and, after initial
difficulties, ended up with more copies than he needed and went to
construct from it his own denunciation of Buddhism, which he called
Shutsujé shdgo (1817). The title itself is obviously drawn directly from

ominaga’s work, save for the insertion of the term “words of laughter”—
shogo—for ironic spice. Hirata, in any event, left no doubtin the intro-
duction to his own work as to his indebtedness to Tominaga:

How marvelousit is that there should be written during the reign

periods of Kanpé and Enkyé for which the Emperors of Sakuramachi
are known, a fine scholarly thesis by a merchantscholar, one Tomin-

aga Kichiemon of Naniwain the regionof Settsu. Atfirst he studied

with the widely known Miyake Mannen[Sekian] a great Confucian

scholar of the time, and discovered in the course of his learning the

great harm brought upon our country by Chinese scholarship. He

wrote this in a book now lost entitled Setsuhei, which he showed to

Miyake only to incur the latter's wrath as he, Miyake, was a Confu-
cian scholar. His relationship with Miyake ended thus, Tominaga

proceeded to read Buddhist canonsand turnedthe extraordinarytal-
ent he possessed to study all the various texts. With reference not
only to Buddhist scholars in China and Japan butIndiaitself. . . he
presented aninsight that had not been expressed or thoughtof be-
fore him. He said that every single one of the Buddhist scriptures did

not contain the true view of the Lord Buddha and that they wereall

falsifications of later ages. Thus even thetitle of his book is called

Shutsujé gogo, meaning to make verbal pronouncements long after

having departed from the original law. Tominagarefers to himself in
the introduction of the edition publishedin the first year of Enky6 as

having attained the advanced age ofthirty, so that it would seem

likely that he had not yet approached beingforty . . .”°

Although Hirata found Tominaga brilliant just as Motoori had, healso
felt that most scholars would find the Shutsujd too difficult to read and
doubly so for ordinary readers. Its relative lack of readership, he thought,

was due to a high level of complexity, which he believed should be cor-
rected by adding phonetic Japanese comments—kana no chi—so that
it would receive the popularity it deserved. It should be noted that
due to his desire to simplify the Shutsujé for a popular readership, Hirata
tended to underestimate the accessibility of the work for scholars. While

\t is unlikely to be counted among the most widely read works of the
lokugawaperiod, it was still republished a dozen times followingits first
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appearance in 1745.” Of greater importanceis the fact that, intricate

as it may have been, the Shutsujo presentedlittle difficulty to Motoori

and Hirata who proceeded to appropriate Tominaga’s work for their mis-

sion in national studies, in Hirata’s case, emphasizing his agreement

with Tomiraga that Buddhism was a hindrance—samatage—to Japanese

culture.

Despite this important appropriation ofhis ideas, it is best not to con-

nect Tominaga with the National Studies Movement. His unflattering

comments on Shinto, as noted earlier, were passed over without com-

mentby Motoori and Hirata. The theoretical drive in Tominaga’s think-

ing was to disengage the present from all religious systems including an-

cient Shinto, which wasa point of view decidedly at odds with national

studies. In the final analysis, it would seem to be far more appropriate to

place Tominaga near the Kaitokudéandits intellectual environs. The

unexplained disappearanceofhis essay, Setsuhei, is evidence that he rep-

resented an eccentric and iconoclastic historicist dimension that the

academy, despite its eclecticism, would notformally acknowledge. It was

a well-known fact, however, that Tominaga had incorporated the main

ideas of that maiden work in his subsequent writings, the Shutswjo and

Okina, both of which were included in the academy'slibrary.

In pointof fact, despite his iconoclastic use of historical texts, Tomin-

aga’s ethics were not by any meanstotally unrelated to the views dis-

cussed at the academy, namely that the mind of ordinary commoners in

the present could organize the external world and “know” whatwas accu-

rate and valid and thus make judgments on what might befair, just, and

“truthful.” This proposition that endorsed the epistemological potential

of commoners wascentral to the ethic of the Osaka commercial bour-

geoisie and had found expression in Miyake Sekian’s concept of “right-

eousness.” Tominaga called this human capacity to know “the way of

truthfulness.” These concepts are closer to each other than they are

sometimes thought to be, although Miyake, reacting to Tominaga’s

iconoclastic procedure, could not appreciate that possibility. Thus while

Tominaga’s interpretation of history was notlikely to be discussed openly

within the academy, the awareness ofhis works persisted, andit is thus

best that he be situated in the course of Tokugawaintellectual history as

being just beyond the walls of the academy where his scholarly life was

placed. Theline drawn against him (and thehistoricist mode of reason-

ing more generally) would be scrupulously maintained, butit placed him

in a curiously vital relationship with the history of the school.

Maintaining that demarcation and defining the nature of intellectual

order within the Kaitokudé wouldbe takenup by the scholar-teacher Goi
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Kanju whose task it was to keep the academy’s scholarlylife consistent
with the public trust it had received. A highly complex and individ-
ualistic intellectual, Goi would exercise decisive influencein establishing

the theoretical basis for the line drawn against iconoclastic historicism.

Go1 RANjJU

(1697-1762)

In the view of the journalist-historian Nishimura Tenshi, who wrote in

the early twentieth century whatis still the most elegant historical ac-
count of the Kaitokudé, it was Goi Ranju, more than any other scholar,
whogave decisive intellectual direction to the academy (following a pe-
riod of uncertain leadership through the better part of the 1730s) and
thereby established its prestige as a place of learning. Among Tokugawa
scholars too, Goi was acknowledged as having been a much moreinflu-
ential intellectual presence at the academy than theearlier founders,
Miyake Sekian and Nakai Shiian. Thethird son of Goi Jiken, a scholar of

commoner background of considerable reputation in Osaka, Goi Ranju
was an assistant instructor to Miyake Sekian in the early years of the
Kaitokudéd even before it had gained official status. Partly out of a sense of
uncertainty with Miyake’s approach to scholarship, Goi took leave of the
academy in 1727 to further his studies in Edo. Following this he served
sporadically for periods amounting to two years as an instructor in the
domain of Tsugaru in northern Japan. It has been said that this was a
‘ost trying experience since the young lord entrusted to him for instruc-
(ion was poorly motivated in matters of learning. He returned to Osaka
in the late 1730s (the exacttime is not known) and rejoined the Kaitokud6
with an invitation from Nakai Shian who was concerned aboutthe lack
of intellectual purpose at the academy. As Nishimura records it, Goi re-
turned and corrected that situation before his death in 1762.”

Little more thatis factually reliable is known of Goi's life. Although he
emphasized the importance of maintaining one’s house from one genera-
tion to the next in his personal teachings, he himself, for reasons that are

ot clear, did not do that. His only offspring, a daughter (Setsu), was
horn out of wedlock. He was, however, deeply affectionate toward her
\hroughouthis life; he educated her personally, and thelast poetic lines
le wrote at his death bed were of her sad and tender presence. Frankly
critical of the self-denying views of Buddhism, Goi apparently enjoyed
life with a certain philosophical exuberance, though he felt that the
clever writings of the “floating world” such as those of Saikaku were
“\useless.”” One gets a sense from scattered bits and pieces of information
that Goi was an intense and outspoken scholar, unafraid to voice his
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to know things beyond the immediate physical interests of the self to

broader issues of society and beyond that to nature. That capacity was

not a sagely property but a human one; a conceptvital obviously to the

Kaitokud6sproject of scholarly education among merchant commoners.”

It was in this broad epistemological frame of reference that Goi en-

dorsed the general position of Mencius against that of Hsun Tzu over the

basic nature of human personality. While the endorsement of Mencius

makes it evident that Goi remained within the received moralframework

of the Kaitokudé, clearly he had also shifted the philosophical founda- —

tion for it. Nature is the decisive mediating construct for Goi in a way

that it was not for Miyake. To Goi, goodness is not simply penetrating —

such classical texts as the Analects and The Book of Mencius and uncover-

ing in them a timeless moral principle that might be acclimated to the

present. Theseclassics are obviously valuable because they provide in-

sights about human“life” andits “continuity” in social form within the

broader natural order. Butit is this latter that is absolute; the former, the

writings of the sages, is relative and limited despite the creative intelli-

gence manifested in them for which they deserve deep reverence and —

scholarly concentration. The view, however, that moral norms are em-

bodiedin perfect form in the classics required modification in Goi’s view

because nature as a universal reality could not be totally known by the

human mind which is alwayslimited.

However, it would be fallacious to assume that because men cannot

knowall there is to know about nature that some phenomenatranscend

reason, as in afterlife or immortality and an assortment of other myths

and superstitions. It would be equally erroneous to conclude from the fact

of limited humanintelligence, as Hsun Tzu tended to, that men have no

choice but to rely on what the ancient sages said and be good thereby.

More appropriate Goifelt was the view that since the human mind,in-

cluding those of the sages, is always limited, men in every historical

present muststrive to constantly seek to understand more of what thereis

to know in the universe, recognizingall along that the limited mind can

neverfully fathom its workings. Goicites, by way of example, the phe-

nomenonof thunder. ‘We do not know whatthis is,” he writes, “because

ourintelligence has not yet reached the level to understand it”—kore 0

shiranu wa waga chi no imada itaranu yue nari. He went on to comment

that after much observation and study, men would someday be able to

explain thunder as a phenomenonofnature. It is most surely the case

that the ancient sages did not understand it and indeed were not knowl

edgeable about many other things as well—seijin to iedomoshirazaru

tokoro ari. Had they known what thunder was, they would have explained
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‘|. Sages of more recent times did not do muchbetter: “Even Chu Hsi did
ot possess the intelligence to understand it, and thus harbored super-
\itious views.” The human mind, however, has already gone beyond the
incient and more recent sages in certain areas of knowledge and will no
loubt continue to do so as it explores new areas of a limitless natural
universe.”

Goi’s expansive view of knowledge based on nature as thefirst prin-
ciple, and the human mind as being always limited andrelativeto it,
\indergirded his discontent with scholars who soughtrefined moral truths
i) classical texts, a viewpoint already mentionedin his critique of Hsun
Izu. One of the clear boundaries that Goi drew from his philosophical
tance, therefore, was vis-A-vis the historicist school and that of Ogya
worai in particular. Consistent with this position, he did not question

ie demarcation that had been established between the Kaitokud6 and
|ominaga Nakamoto, who had received methodological inspiration from

Oya. When Goi returned to Osaka, Tominaga had already left the
kuitokudd. Tominaga wasfrail and died young, while Goi continued be-

yond the former’s death for another seventeen years as a teacher. Given

ihese sets of facts, it is unlikely that there were close personal interac-
‘ions between them,althoughin retrospectthis is not as important as the
-onceptual tension arising from their divergent epistemological proposi-
tions and which, as previously noted, remained part of the intellectual
history of the academy.

Ihe significant areas of overlap between Goi and Tominaga should of
‘ourse be underlined. Both were deeply distrustful of Neo-Confucian cos-
‘ology as intellectually unreliable; Buddhism andotherreligions dealing
with afterlife and mysterious spirits were discounted astotally irrational;
‘he purely subjective andidealistic philosophy of the Oydmei schoolthat
Miyake tended to favor was also kept at arms length as unpredictable and
\insound as a theoryof action; but, most importantly, and on the positive

ile, they affirmed the evidentialist position regarding knowledge that
ihe human mind possessed the capacity to judge external things and to

seach reasoned conclusion that were, if not perfect, nonetheless fair and

iruthful. In other words, they believed that the mind observes, organizes,

ind makes judgments andthatthis was the bedrock of scholarship. Tomi-
aya would not have found Hsun Tzu’s philosophy any more acceptable
than Goi did, for it denied analytical humanintelligence to commoners.

Hoth menin this respect were groundedin the intellectual environment
that had produced the Kaitokud6in the first place. But the conceptual
division between themwasvery deep indeed, separating the “inner” from
the “outer”as far as the Kaitokudé was concerned, and Goi made certain
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that that line was maintiined. The heart of the matter was their disagree-

mentas to whatultimately constituted the proper object of knowledge to

be cognized, ordered, ard evaluated.

Although not opposed to the study of history by any means, Goi, like

Kaibara, understood the ultimate object of human knowledge as being

“nature,” as already emphasized. Historical texts must always be seen in —

relation to that vest backdrop and henceas fragments of humaninsights

into it and through that of the humanself or “humannature.” All of the
major texts down through the ages that shed light on this problem were

valid cbjects of study, not because they contained fixed norms, but be- ~

cause they informed the ongoingeffort in the present to gain new human

understandings of nature, which is vastly more universal than man. The ©

idea set forth by Ogyi and others that moral norm could be located in a~

single set of texts in an ancient epoch wasto Goi a reckless andirrespon-

sible claim, an argumenthe dealt with at some lengthin a piece he wrote

against Ogyii Sorai.

Although this polemic against Ogyai Sorai, Hi-Butsu hen (“Butsu”

being a pen name by which Ogyi was known), was edited by Nakai

Chikuzan and Riken and first published in 1766,*' it had been written a

good dealearlier, probably sometime in the late 1730s, and had already

been read in manuscript form in the various academiccircles, especially

in Edo and Osaka. From the perspective ofthis study, this work is of con- ©

siderable significance as a defense of the basic precepts subscribed to at
the Kaitokudé. More than the scholastic question of whose readings of

the texts were philologically more accurate, this critique by Goi is what

concerns us here. A set of persistent arguments can be detected that pro-

vide a structure to his criticism of Ogyai. Much of Ogyi’s scholarship, Goi

reasoned, wasinspired by an antipathyto It6 Jinsai to whom Ogyiin fact

owed a greatdealintellectually. Driven by this passionate aim to surpass

Ito by denigrating him, Ogyi had proposed a theory of Confucianism

that was argued to absurdity. If accepted, this theory would cause exten-

sive damage, Goi believed, to Confucian moral philosophy.

Goibeganby observing that Ogyii had rejected Itd’s claim that the basie

perspective into the Confucian morality should be through Mencius to
Confucius’s Analects. Quite aside from denying the stability of Menciusas

a guideline, claiming it to be subjective and thus unreliable, Ogyi went

on to question the normative importanceof the Analects itself as the text

of ultimate importtanceas Itd had claimedit to be. And with unshakable

dogmatism, at least in Goi’s eyes, Ogyai wenton tolocate the sourceofall
Confucian normsin the: great ancient kings whohadfirst created society,

Thus benevolence itselif was no longer the “principle of human empay
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ihy” but the great virtue of the ancient kings and, as Goi quoted from

(wy, “Righteousness is the Righteousness of the Ancient Kings. Rever-

ence is the Reverence of the Ancient Kings. Mercy is the Mercy of the

\ncient Kings.” Ogyai had removedall of these values from the human
interior and with a single-minded consistency, had invested all virtues

\ontaining general human moral meaning into the kings. And,finally,

lis assertion that these virtues of the kings were all to be understood as

lwing part of the way of governance made their importance ultimately

political. The Way of the ancient kings was the Way to govern the
 tami o yasunzuru. The “base”—hon—of Confucian knowledge,

iherefore, was nothing other than the way to order the kingdom—Tenka
kokka o osameru no michio iu. It followed that “scholarship” must have as
iis sole purpose the examination of the textual basis when thatoriginal

concept of the “way” was first formulated, as in the ancientclassics of

‘ongs, History, and Rites.”

Goi objected to Ogyi’s entire structure of reasoning. By imputingall

ethical norms beginning with “righteousness” into the ancient kings,

(yya had committed a numberof fallacies. All humanbeings, like physi-

clans, in all times and places, use “norms,” and this is not a matter that

can be reducedto several texts identified with the ancient kings. To deny

, normative content in Confucius’s Analects, is therefore, highly preju-
licial and idiosyncratic in the extreme. Secondly, Ogyii had forceda the-

is that scholars like himself could penetrate the spirit of ancient lan-

vue in its totality. Aside from specific errors that demonstrate that

(wya himself was flawed in this effort, the fact was that the language of

icient China and that of Japan could not ever be in perfect accord—

weno awazu. The search for spiritual identicality through “language,”
therefore, was an extremely deceptive idea and ultimately irrational.

Indeed, Goi went on, there is an element of irrationality running

ill through Ogya’s historical theory. His “purpose” is to venerate the

pirit’—kishin—ofthe ancient kings by claiming a transnaturalintelli-
vence on their part to grasp the mandate of heaven at the beginning to
living, peace among men. In this manner, Ogyi imputed into original

(ructures created by the ancient kings a “Divine Gift”—Tenpu—an as-

vrtion that could not be documented and had to be accepted on faith
hecause Ogyi had said so. This irrational dimension went even further.
1) Oya only few could know this historical truth, since it would be be-

yond theintellectual grasp of ordinary human beings—bonjin. For him-
cell, however, Ogyi claimed the mental powers of a genius and likened

hinwelf to Confucius, as a “sage” born in the wrong age, after the created

fact, and distanced from the actualities of doing creativepolitical deeds.
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be observed, cognizel, ordered, and determinations made aboutit as
whatwasfair, just, tuthful and o forth, then how doesone explain
dream that is beyond observation, is sometimes remembered, yet
which concrete evidences do notremain. Chikuzan dealt with this p
lem as he hac the question of superstition, affirming to young stud
what might best be termed commonsense reasoning:

There are no clear explanztions among previous scholars as to
dreams. The corfusion brought about by the comment of Chuang
Tz that a sage does not drezm has made it almost impossible to
understand even the dreams of the Duke of Chou . . . To begin
with, one must examine very closely the true nature of dreams. Gen-
erally, when the humanbodyfalls asleep, its spirit does so too. When
the spirit awakens so does the body. On occasion, however, the body
awakens while the spirit is stil] in sleep, and the personeither sleep
talks animatedly or gets up and thrashes about. Youngsters often do
not rememberanything at all about it the next day. We call this
sleep-drunkenness in everyday language. At times the body is fast
asleep but thespirit alone awakens. This is the dream. While one in
this state goes forth to otherplaces and back, or talks aboutall sorts
of things, or converses with others, the body does not moveatall.
Only thespirit is awake and moves about. Whenoneis fatigued and
in deep sleep, one tends not to dream. Dreamsoften occur just be-
fore oneis about to awaken.!”

This commonsensical discussion of dreams, however, contained wit
it a didactic message based on an experiential view of knowledge. Th
were limits, Chikuzan argued, as to what one dreamt. Andthe lin
were determined by daily life, that is, by what men did and he
“knew,” not what they did not do and hence had no knowledge. In
words, “A farmer dreams about harvesting his crops; a merchant abo
his enterprise; a craftsman abouthis wares.
about manufacturing wares, a craftsman or merchant about harvest
crops.” Dreams, in short, are grounded in concrete humanreality. A k
does not dream aboutliving in a village, nor a fisherman or lumberj
aboutlife with horse-drawn carriages. And so the dreams of the sai
prince in the classics are made to makesense:

Thusit is entirely appropriate for the Duke of Chou to dream
aboutspreading tlhe way ofthe sagestoall in the kingdom for it was
about thisi that he was so deeply concerned. In old age when such
aims were: no lomger uppermost in his mind, the Duke no longer
dreamedthis. . . . Dreams are the shadow ofone’s spirit."
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\)reams, then, are not evil, or mysterious, or ominoussigns, or predic-

ive in significance; but they are connected to humanreality, and hence

\nited by the experienceofthat reality. Chikuzan’s analysis also confirms

le authenticity of ambition as revealed in the Duke of Chou’s dream.

i le Duke’s dream is not a mere “dream”or total chimera as Chuang-tzu

iiied to make it out to be but groundedin a credible vision in which he

\\ud sought to provide moral order to a chaotic land.

While “rational,” Chikuzan’s analysis of dreamsalso reveals his identifi-

‘tion with the reformist vision of the Duke. Chikuzan too was ambi-

jious. He too sought to prescribe ways, which he would outline in his

viitings, to alter the course of history from its unsteady course to one

‘iat would bring justice and order to the populace. Chikuzan’s concep-

Hon of dreams, in short, was somewhatdifferent from Goi’s, whose clas-

‘cal reference was not the Duke of Chou but Mencius and the joy he

pressed in encountering the light of day when reason could once

aH INY rule.

In all of these themes—therejection of miracles, heaven andhell,

‘ical foxes and badgers, the mystery of dreams, and finally, in the re-

livnce on an ontological premise of reason encompassing the universe,

| \\ikuzan held to a set of presuppositions that were very close indeed to

ile teachings of his mentor Goi. It was, however, in his extremely hos-

‘ile view of the historicist ideas advanced by Ogyii Sorai that Chikuzan

took Goi’s rationalistic humanism to its most contentious and polemical

\iwit. Goi’s opposition to Ogya was well known to Chikuzan through his

essuy against him, Hi-Butsu hen, which Chikuzan andhis brother Riken

fad edited and to which Chikuzan added his own scathing summation of

ihe Kaitokud6’s antagonism in his Hi-Cho (1785). The particular emo-

Honal vehemence with which Chikuzan couchedhis criticisms is worthy

{ someattention here since it speaks to a passionate defense of the

b altokud6’s ideal of the moral education of commoners.

catered throughout Chikuzan’s writings is his impatience with Ogya

“oyai’s restrictive view of human epistemological and moral capacity,

which he believed oughtto be refuted head-on. Thus, while hefeltlittle

sympathy for Yamazaki Ansai’s school of Neo-Confucianism,particularly

i» its disdain for complex scholarship andits favoring of the repetition of

-srelully preselected sacred phrases, Chikuzan wasfar less disturbed by it

‘an by Ogya Sorai precisely because the latter had formulated a philoso-

phy that contained demeaningimplicationsfor the bulk ofsociety. Taking

the proposition that the moral classics were entirely “language”—rikkei

wi mina bun nari—a view that Chikuzan accepted as well, Ogyia pro-
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ceeded to drawa setof conclusion: that Chikuzan found totally repu
nant: individuels were denied the internal potential to transform them
selves, thus limiting tiem to their‘little virtue,” which may be taken
mean a natural talent and disengaging them intellectually from gene
moral norms. Having separated internal knowledge and external norm,
Ogyi had further argued that humanbeings by and large were incapab
of comprehending th2 organizing principles of society and hence hi
no alternative but to “rely” on them without seeking to identify wi
them internally, a proposition that appeared to Chikuzan as an eno
mously problematical sosition that challenged the very foundation of
Kaitokuds.”°

Vital to Chikuzan’s chinking was the idea that subjective and objectiy
spheres of knowledge be rendered consistent philosophically. The cognis
tion of virtue cought not be exclusively internal as claimed by idealist
nor totally external, the result of direct experience only. Since actia)
must be accountable in terms of certain identifiable norms, their exte
nality cannot be denied: “Thus oneshould first gauge carefully the cle
tules of the Great Learning and then grasp the truthfulness of one’s ai
tion.””’ Tominaga had said that such norms were unreliable; and O;
said that ordinary human beings could not discriminate and “kno'
them andthat evenif they did, most of the so-called norms were faul
Realizing this latter to be the case, Tominaga had emphasizeddirecte
perience as the only guide to truthfulness while Ogyi set out to find t
one unshakable normin history that men in history might rely on—t
way, in his favorite phraseology, of the ancient kings. While Chikuza)
like Goi, held to the need for textually grounded references to serve
ethical guides, he also insisted in the general capability of the human
to know which norms were valid and whattheir purposes were, in sho

nection withscrolls. Thus, while Ogyi believed such an approach
scholarship was a wasted effort for most of society, Chikuzan adaman
held to the view thatall human beings innately possessed the capacity
know the universal moral norms of compassion,fairness, truthfulnes#:
and the like. One’s “imperative”in life, in his eyes, was not to be a “met:
chant”butan individual who knew “virtue.” Andprecisely because O)
Sorai denied the internal human capacity to know universal moral
Chikuzanperceived him as a fraudulent thinker:

Sorai simply discarded the ideas: about the internal capabilities of
human beimgsto judge truthfulness, honesty and rectitude andcal-
lously talked about: the economy, How canthis be in keeping with

loi2
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the teachings of the ancient kings? He simply asserted this view as

the norm proposed by the ancient kings. Oneis reminded of a show-

man who paints an eagle on the signboard whenthereis only a

simple kite behind it to see. The audience cannot help but feel

cheated by such a fraud.”

Moreover, Ogyii’s denial of interior moral potential left him with only

‘ites and rules,” entirely external norms that for Chikuzan weretotally

jnacceptable. The followinglines clearly indicate the displeasure he con-

eyed to his students:

Asforrites and rules we must think of them in the broadest sense

ofthe basic principle pervading the universe and see them as essen-

tial to all things in life, from the insignificant individualspirit to the

vast kingdom, from the weighty matters of ethics to household man-

ners. These serve as standardsof virtue . . . Sorai [however] detested

discussions of the humanspirit and universal principle. As his rites

and rules wereall about externalactivities, they end up only as jewel

and fine fabric, as bells and drums, leaving for later generations

nothing to identify with when thoserites and rules no longer hold

sway. All of this stems from his idle talk about rites and rules . . .

being situated in the Western Chouthespirit of which he believed to

be embedded in the language of the ancients of that time. He thus

divested the individualself of any center. . . .””

| eft only with ancientrites and rules, empty historical artifacts—jew-

ely and fabric, bells and drums—containing little of persuasive moral

ilue, human beings in the present would be denied by Ogya their most

precious gift of all, to discriminate and understand “virtue” and render

siclent normsrelevant to the vastly different circumstances of the con-

Hhuing present.

l\clieving then that Ogyi’s historicism posed a major challenge to the

b \itokuds, Chikuzan launched a sweeping polemic, best outlined in his

Hi-Cho, a critical review of Ogyi’s commentary on the Analects, the

Hono cho, and rearticulated in otherplaces as well. Of the severalstrate-

gion Chikuzan employed, one was to repudiate Ogyi’s claim to original-

iy, Ogya, Chikuzan claimed, owedall of his ideas to It6 Jinsai andto late

Ming textual scholars. Conceptually and methodologically he did not go

beyond It6, for example, in the identification of history as the primary

held of knowledge and the seeking of basic concepts in explicit texts

ough the philological method. However, while [td had concluded in a

hunnanistic manner with ideas drawn from Mencius, Ogyi had taken Itd’s

spproach to extreme and unwarranted conclusions. This fallacious ten-

len y toward extremismin argumentation, moreover, was basedentirely
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inforce the supremacyof the aristocracy is read iy apparentin certain key
interpretations he chose to make. A well-knowuset oflines in the Ana-
lects suggest that those above the median linein society—chijin jo—
should address themselves to those above whi lithose below that line—
chijin ika—should refrain from doing so. Theusual instruction drawn
from this passage was thatonly those in the upplevels of society should
involve themselves with advising those on highwhile commoners should
not since, being lowly, they lacked the appropiate knowledge to do so. —
Riken challenged thatinterpretation on the groind thatthe verb “should
not,” as in commoners “should not” advise thae on high, was an inap-— if

propriate reading and that it meant rather ‘‘annot”—fuka—or even
“forbidden from”—kinji. The line should moré properly bend
to mean that those below the median line, reerring to commoners in —
general, do have appropriate knowledge and do speak but “cannot” be
heardoralternatively are “forbidden”from communicating with those on
high. The emotive drive of that passage, Riker. thus reasoned, was not
that commonersare ignorant and should not speak, but how lamentable
was that their voices could not be heard. The interpretation rendere¢
by Sung philosophers that Confucius had thus meant that commoner
should study diligently and advance upward beyond the “median line”in
order to be heard was to Riken, a completely fanciful misreading of the
text. Riken’s argument that commoners indeed possessed the capacity )
know, judge, and speak, it should be emphasized, contained long-tel
political significance especially as it was rigorously consistent with t e
rest of Kaitokudé thinking that endorsed ordinary human beings acquit+
ing moral knowledge without regard to questionsof status and hierarch

Riken’s impatience with the elitist view of Confucianism can re
cerned in the following exampleas well. He objected strenuously |totl
reading of the opening passages of the Great Learning to mean that
orderingof “self,” “house,” and “nation” would! result from intense
disciplined scholarly effort, an effort, moreover, that was said to invol
the prolonged observation of nature. After gainiing deep insight into

self and the universe from these exercises, it was proposed, one then

gained clear understandingofself, society, and government. Rikenflat
denied any groundingin the text for such an abstract philosophy relating
“nature” and “governance.” On the contrary, tthe entire orientation @
the Great Learning was its focus on the mundane andstress that “grand
knowledge wasnotin the distant and abstract cossmos butin the immed)
ate and close at hand. Theidea of “observing thlings” as set forth in
text, therefore, did not constitute a prescription for prolonged study, bt

the commonsensical idea of ordinary human beiings relying on the na
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il characteristics of particular objects with which they happened to be
orking; and the suggestion that this engagement should be done inten-

ly is simply to emphasize the importance of care and accuracy involved

ii it. Thus, for example, a farmer works with nature by calculating its
\:gularities, the time of day, the seasons. Andsimilarly, through practical
observation” one learns that a bridle works with a horse but not a cow.
jature cannot be altered completely into something that it is not, how-
ver much human beings may wishit to be so. Nowit is this simple idea

‘hat things cannot be bent and distorted by the humanwill beyond cer-

‘iin “natural” limits that, if properly understood, then serves as a lesson
1) governing the self and others: One ought not regulatetheself in terms
| what he is not; and similarly the king and those on high ought not
vvern according to what the people are incapable of achieving. The sug-

uestion, however, that all human beings, commoners and aristocracy
ilike, must engage in exhaustive and disciplined study of nature and the
\niverse to gain moral self awareness was a severe distortion of the tex-
til source.
We may interpret this tendency noted in Riken’s criticism along with

\\is denial of a philosophical separation between inner and outer—naigai
iiiukan—as being strategies to affirm the capacity of commoners to ac-
julre moral knowledge. Knowledge was notto be gained with prolonged,
(fenuous, and anxiety-ridden exercises in order to “overcome”the per-
ceived discrepancy between subject and object, interior self and external

ihings, as taught in Neo-Confucian philosophy. Norwasit valid for Ogya
wai to say that since the subjective self was infinite in variety it could

ivt be a source of general moral knowledge and that the bulk of society

‘therefore ought to rely on externally given norms and not be taught
alout their inner meaning—shirashimubekarazu. Riken saw these ex-

| lusivist interpretations of Confucian moral thought that denied com-
‘woners their active intelligence regarding general moral problems as
intellectually repugnant. Thus, although hardly a “populist,” Riken’s
piilosophical position rested decidedly with the cause of the commoners
i) l\is society. Focusing on the issue of epistemology rather than on the
ifea of spontaneous compassion that It6 Jinsai had, Riken provided rein-
forcing scholarly endorsement to human beings universally possessing the

iitelligence to shape moral purpose from within and to choose a proper
jitul mark or center without. It was a vastly more sophisticated schol-
aly variant of the concept of accuracy or “righteousness” than had been
fauehe at the Kaitokud6 to merchant audiencesatits inception.

Hiken’s thinking bore a coherentrelationship with the historicist ideas
# the merchant scholar Tominaga Nakamoto who hadalso concluded
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that ordinary human beings possessed a commonsense intelligence to
know the “truthulness” of human events. While it is of course true that
Tominaga did not anchorhis existential ethic in a classical text, as he
thought them all to be unreliable, he too had advanced the idea that
being reasonably true to the mark was the key to ethical existence, not
trying to identify action with religious and philosophical abstractions,
Despite Riken’s positive reading of the ancient text, the Doctrine of thé
Mean, that Torrinaga would not have accepted, both shared a related
understanding of the conceptof“truthfulness”as a universal human pose
session and from this point of view rejected the idea of prolonged schol+
arly training as a prerequisite to moral knowledge. They may be seety
therefore as being in a discoursive relationship with each other, as well aw
with [td Jinsai, in orienting their scholarly ideas to the formulation
moral philosophies appropriate to commoners.

Riken’s thinking differed from Its and Tominaga, however, in one ve
importantrespect. His ideas contained in them an unmistakably “polith
cal” significance in a way that was not apparent in his predecessorg,
Riken’s retreat into his “kingdom of dreams,” after all, was an acti
choice, andit colored his scholarly findings in interesting ways. His
cusation that scholars had erroneously separated inner and outer, a
had created a needless sense of distance between high and low, carri
political meaning. Confucian scholars, he believed, should not deal wi
an “outer” world that was inconsistent with “inner” moral knowled
They should discard the mistaken, and ultimately immoral, idea th
commoners below “ought not be taught” becauseof thefutility of it an
instead, side with them as they could not be heard by those on “high,
Riken’s political concern, therefore, was quite distinct from Ogyi’s foe
on governanceby those with exceptional talent who would bring pew
and well-being to society. Whereasthe critical thrust of Ogyi’s thinkt
had been that muchin the present should be changedso that the norm
benevolenceof the ancient kings could become reality in the prese
Riken utilized the theory of rational epistemology and the disjuncth
between inner and outer to assess his ownhistory, the distant as well
the recent past, as it continued through his own times. Heutilized,
sum, the moral conceptof “truthfulness” to shape critical perspedt!
into history and politics, giving full credence to the view that his histe
cism, far from being an antiquarian immersion in ancient philology
show textual authenticity was, in fact, part and parcel with an effort
understanding hiis own present. Indeed, following his own prescriptit
that the imner capacity to gain knowledgeinvolvedtheability to jut
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\\iken judged his ownhistory, pointing toits failings; and, in his utopian
kingdom where he wasfree to think the unthinkable, he dreamed, asIté
ind Tominaga had not done, of the dissolution of the political world
round him.

[he accurate evaluation of history precluded for Riken the reliance on
two widely utilized approaches: one being the beautification of the an-
cient origins of Japan by scholarsof nationalstudies; the other being the
inisrepresentation through idealization of more recentpolitical history.
lXeyarding the former, Riken criticized as totally untenablethe efforts of

cholars such as Motoori Norinaga of national studies to mystify in reli-
ious terms the birth of Japanese civilization. Their depiction of the an-
‘ient Japanese people living in harmony within the comforting embrace
«{ nature all under the benevolentrule of the early emperors was entirely
lallacious and deceptive in the extreme. Equally absurd is the assertion
that the monarch ruled “naturally” without providing moralinstruction
0 the people—oshiezu shite kuni onozukara osamaru to iu. That begin-

ing, Riken argued, was anything but beautiful, being in fact primitive,
\ncivilized, devoid of written communications. Even after language and
law were introduced from China in the sixth and seventh centuries, he
went on, it was not humane Confucianism that was made to prevail but
sither harsh governancebased on “legalism.” Far from being harmonious
ind natural, conditions under those so-called great ancient emperors
were, in fact, quite wretched andfilled with treacherous rebellions, as-
sissinations, and ambitious coups. Where, he asked indignantly, are the
historical evidences that say otherwise: nani shdko to shite iu ni ya aran.
| hus Riken had nothing praiseworthy to say of the pivotal figure in the
eliaping of this romantic historicism: “Motoori is a deeply ambitious and
leceptive person, as he seeks to create a religion with mystical argu-
ents. To him everything foreign is bad and things of Japan good. . . .
Now this is being dishonest.”*®

| he failing could be traced, according to Riken, to a blindness to the
fact that virtually every nation had a sacred myth aboutits beginning,
iivuriably identified with a divine source in heaven. Whether the coun-
iy in question wasIndia or anyofthe lands of the “red beards” the same
sould be said. The conclusion to be drawn from this general truism,
therefore, was not that Japan was unique in having a sacred myth about
is heyinning, but precisely the opposite—that such a myth had nothing
i) do vctually with uniqueness or superiority since that myth was merely
part of customary folklore and unrelated to objective happenings. Thus,
although Riken, like his mentor Goi, retained a deep fondness for Japa-
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was used with reference to the intangible forcein “things.” It was used in
this manner in the Dectrine of the Mean. But, Yamagata insisted, this lan-

guage simply referred to nature—Tennen shizen no i—muchin the man- ~
ner that Sung philosophers theorized on the “principle”of “heaven.”

In the case of the Doctrine of the Mean, the languageofspirit, orlife in
things, was a metaphor to mean the “truthfulness” of any given object
including the humanself. The moral teaching there was to insist on the
importance of being ‘respectful’ of truthfulness. Thus the text spoke of —
hearing the “voiceless” and seeing the “shapeless,” and it renderedlife
and death as being “godlike”—kami no gotoshi. These were references
to the human perception oftruthfulness in the world within and without,
the visible and theinvisible, life and death. More often than not, “spirit”

referred to an individual’s “power” to govern self and polity and had no

bearing on immortality or magic. Nowhere does thetextsay that“spirits”
actually exist disembodied from the universe of natural phenomena. In

the ancient world of the Chou Dynasty, Yamagata explained, paper im-
ages—katashiro—were erected to stand in place of the deceased. This
practice provides conclusive evidence that the ancients did not believe
in spirits and thus created a paper image “in place’”—shiro—as in the
title of his opus—ofthespirituallife of the deceased. The images of par-
ents are similarly preserved to remember the departed spirit and thus,
these paper emblemsstand in place of the actual spirit that once was.

It was this perception ofritual as rational and knowable by the cogniz-
ing mind, much in the manner that Chikuzan had sought to ground
“dreams” in actual human experience, that informed Yamagata’s “replac-

ing”of spirits and dreams with rational metaphoric image. The creation
of paper images of the departed individual had nothing to do with the
existence of that individual’s spirit but with the “truthfulness” of the
inner feelings of “respect” that one had for that deceased person. It was
this perception that closely dovetailed with Riken’s thinking; Yamagata
believed he must“replace dreams” and this idea remains, captured at the
very heading of his work.”

Whenthis intellectual insight is substituted for dreams and illusions
and other superstitious excuses, one is then left with the lasting legacy
bequeathed by Mencius: “Heaven doesnotspeak. It expressesitself only
through actions and deeds.” Thus while the great Confucian scholars
from the Han Dynasty on, including Chu Hsi and his colleagues of the
Sung, Arai Hakuseki, Yamazaki Ansai, Ogya Sorai and others in more
recent times in Japan,, haveall dealt with “spirit,” attributing to it a none

rational force, their teachings on this matter are entirely misleading and
deceptive and should be rejected. Men should accept the truth that sor
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cial rituals may reveal the truthfulness in individuals, but they do not

contain a spiritual force that can help menrule themselvesor the people.

At the individual level, one oughttobefilial by extending affection and

respect to parents while they are alive but not believe that ceremonies
after their death sustains in actuality a spiritual communion. Andat the

nationallevel, rituals dealing with filiality and other customary practices

countfor preciouslittle:

Though rites may be diligently practiced, a nation that should

flourish flourishes, a nation that should decline declines. Let it be

observed that this has nothing to do withspirits, but completely

with the virtue of men who govern.”

We need notcatalogue in great detail here Yamagata’s invectives against

all forms of religious thinking and superstitions which he consistently

labeled and debunked as foolish—mina gu nari—the Sun Goddess in

Shinto, the Buddhist pantheon of gods and the fantastic imagery of in-

finite paradisium, Christian theological preachings about salvation in

heaven, as well as popular folk beliefs about the magical powers ofbeasts,

mountain goblins, and unusual creatures. Suffice it to say that in present-

ing his case against spirits, he drew on the thinkingofhis predecessors, as

he readily admitted. His impatience with the superstitious fascination

among commonersaboutfoxes and badgers turning into or possessing hu-

manbeingsis clearly reminiscent of the teachings of Goi and Chikuzan,

as the following passage suggests:

Human beings are said to possess a superior spirit among the ten-

thousand things. If they do not examine things, however, they do

not possess knowledge; without hearing sounds they cannot speak;

withoutspecial training, they cannot write; without studying medi-

cine they cannot heal; without acquiring things they have nothing

to give others. . . . Foxes and badgers do not know about such

matters. They cannot speak, write, read, cure . . . Human beings

alone give names to things. Although it is true that names differ

among the various nations,the birds and beasts do not assign names

to things.”

Andsimilarly, his critique on Buddhism as being largely fabrications

ind mystifications well after Shakamuni’s time bear the markings of Goi

ind also of Tominaga Nakamoto’s iconoclastic treatise against Buddhism.

| le broadens Tominaga’s comparative perspective, however, into a global

one, reflecting the new knowledge of geography that waswithin his intel-

lectual grasp but was not available to Tominaga, After recounting the
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spread of Bucdhism from South India to cover the better part of Asia,
Yamagata went on ii this vein:

Those who kiow Buddhism are limited to this area of the world

only. This being the case, it is not knowninfive of the other great

continents. If oaly a portion of one continent knows about heaven

and hell as taught in Buddhism, these should not be understood as

global norms. Furthermore, most of the nations from Europe up to
India believe in Christianity . . . And then there are the American

continents about which details are altogether unclear, though surely

the ideas of heaven and hell such as believed in Asia are not to be

found there. Wen considered in this manner, Buddhism obviously

cannot be takento be the universal moral law ofall the lands.”

In the place of believing in such unwarrantedreligious claims, Yamagata

reaffirmed the scientific approach to knowledge and the application of
this for the social good. Through science, he emphasized again toward
the endof thetreatise, the ravaging effects of epidemics such as measleg
and small pox would be kept in control and infant mortality reduced,
Having perused with conscientious interest Udagawa Genzui’s translation ©
of the eighteen volume Dutch work on internal medicine by Johannes de
Gorter—rendered as Naika sen’y6 (1793)—Yamagataidentified the basis
of Western science as the precise search for primary causes.

Western works on medicineall have as their primary concern the
search for the causeof anillness. Experiments are carried out by the

individual alone. Yet if he is not intellectually satisfied he seeks

the advice of others. And when he finally has established the cause

and sets out to treat it at its root, he is in control ofall the little

details. The Western approach to knowledge is almost entirely in-

fused by precise calculation [menoko zany6]. In astronomy, medicine,

craftsmanship, the Japanese and Chinese do not comeclose to it.”

This passage containsthe critical vision informing the entirety of the
Yume. In organizing knowledge one begins with the generaltruth, the
underlying cause, ultimately the universe as ontological premise, rather
than the aimless tampering with details. When the root causeis estaly
lished, as he noted, the parts fall into place. It may appear at a glanee
that Yamagata had proposed this approach as “replacement” not only of
“dreams” but all East Asian modes of objective inquiry. Although this
was notthecase, clearly he, and merchantcolleagues around himstudy:
ing Dutch medicine, had reached a conceptual accommodation with
Western scienceas a coherent approach to knowledgeabout the universe
and humanlife. Yamagatadid not intendto replacetheintellectual trad:
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tion that he had received from the Kaitokud6, but he had dramatically
shifted the terms of the concepts he had received, a themethat will be
addressed again in the epilogue. His synthesis, it should be emphasized
here, was of the main ideas he had been taught.It is undeniable,for ex-
ample, that in his attack on superstition and on assertions about“spirit”
that went beyond theverifiable, Yamagata had taken to task the great
Confucian thinkersof the past, including Chu Hsi, Ogyi Sorai, and Arai
Hakuseki, by identifying himself with the teachings of the Kaitokuds:

WhenI speak in this manner, | do not mean to denounce the
great Confucian scholars as though I had cometo this view on my
own. | also was given instruction on it. The school of Miyake and
Nakai never muddied its teachings with ideas about the spirit. So

quite the contrary, how can this view be mine alone after having

been taughtin close personal mannerby great scholars of the stature
of Chikuzan and Riken.”

Thus, while noting at the end ofhis opus that nature was universal and
devoid of moral preferences and social schemes of reward and punish-
ment, he also affirmed that among the various systems of moral thought
in the human world, Confucianism wassuperiorto all of them. This was

so because of its clarity in discussing human relations in society and,
more generally, because of the insights it provided for understanding po-
litical economyin the present, or history as an ongoingreality, without
the glossings of mystifications and fantasies of previous ages. It taught
compassion andrighteousness, grasping the emotive truthfulness in others
and in things and innocentcreatures, and knowing the accuracy of exter-
nal events. It taught, in short, the theory of action that led men ofvirtue
to act on behalf of others in society—ultimately the people as a whole.
(his he believed to be the wayof all virtuous men, regardless of status.

Yamagata makesthis point in a conversation with Riken about theal-
legedly indecisive character of Hayashi Razan, one of the key exponents
of Confucianism in the early Tokugawa period. When asked by the
shogun as to how “the way of the sages” mightberealized in the present,
| layashi is claimed to havesaid that this was not possible. In Yamagata’s
eyes, Hayashi had failed by not prescribing at that juncture precisely how
the shogun ought to act to make compassion and righteousness a reality
for all in the land. Riken’s comment to Yamagatais also worth reporting:

“Like a cook without the skills to prepare a dinner, when ordered un-
expectedly to prepare a splendid feast with the appropriate utensils pro-
vided, Razan shrunk from the task. Though knowledgeable and elo-
quent, scholars are not capable of preparing such a meal.” Yamagataleft
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late into the night vith food and drink and in which Nakai Chikuzan

actively took fart and Rikensarcastically did not. Kimura also developed
an early dislike for ancient poetics and turned the empirical concerns with

“language” to the study and documentationofnatural history, a branch of
knowledge known as honzdgaku. Besides writing such histories, he also
collected material objects and displayed them in a systematic manner.It

was this Kimura Kenkadé that Ueda admired, for he had collected objects

for their intrinsic significance and notbecause they could be sold for profit.
Yet Ueda wasfascinated, mostofall, by the fact that Kimura Kenkad6

invented a new meaning for an ancient Japanese term.

Read in Sinic manner, “Kenkad6”referred to the Japanese term for

“fead” or “rush”—ashi—which was no doubt expressive of the setting of
the “museum”in the marshes along one of the Osaka waterways. From
Kimura Kenkado’s day, the term for“reed”in its predicative form took on
the meaning of the systematic observation, collection, and documenta-
tion of things as of natural and scientific objects—ashikabi. A nativist
interested in Japaneseliterary imagination, Ueda wrote a poetic song of
praise to Kenkad6—Kenkadé o tataeyoru uta.* Given this interest of his,
Ueda did not refer to the “scientific” dimension of Kenkad6’s museum
project and how,intellectually, this was in fact close to the scholarly con-
cerns of the men at the Kaitokud6. He seems to have been unaware of
Kusama and Yamagata, and makes no mention of other merchantssuch as
Hashimoto Sdkichi who pioneered the developmentof Dutch studies in
Osaka. Nakai Chikuzan and Riken also visited Kenkad6 often, as docu-

mented in the previously mentioned diary. Having little interest in the
new sciencesthat used the telescope and microscope, (and thusquite un-
like Yamagata, Riken, and Kimura Kenkadé6in this regard), Uedaoffered

a view distinctive to his personalintellectual interest. His acerbic com-
mentabout the Kaitokudé6 being “the gatesof hell” should for this reason
be taken with a generoussprinklingof salt. Yet, even with these allow-
ances, it is incontestable that Ueda had seen through to the declining
future of the academy.

Thedifficulty at the Kaitokud6 was due in some measureto the lack of —
strong intellectual leadership after Chikuzan. The principle enunciated
when the academy wasfirst founded that “blood” lineage would not de-
termine the head of the academy could not, in fact, be sustained in prac-
tice. Local notables in late Tokugawa, relying on the Katitokud6 as a
modelfor their own school, would refer to it as the academy headed by
the Nakai family “from one generation to the next”—Nakai ke dai-dai,
However, after Chikuzan and Riken, no one of outstanding intellectual
strength came fromithat family. Chikuzan’s son Sekka (17721840) and
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Riken’s Yien (1796-1831) were men whocould do the formallectures
and administer the academy from day to day, but they were not inno-
vative thinkers. Thelibrary,it is said, continued to improve under them.
The samewastrue of their successors who ran the academyoverthelast
years—1840—1869—Namikawa Kansen (1796-1879), Sekka’s adopted
son, and descendant of Namikawa Seisho, who had assisted Miyake
Sekian when the academy was founded and who nowserved as head pro-
fessor, and Riken’s grandson Toen (1822—81), who oversaw the academy’s
administration. Under them, the academy would continue to teach mer-
chant students in comparable numbersas in the past, but the intellectual
vibrancy was no longeras it had been. Thefirm intellectual “place” the
academyheld aspart of a “network” was no longer secure; and the pro-
ductive and expressive scholars that had linked themselves with the
Kaitokud6 as part of an articulate grouping were also not replaced be-
cause those capable of doing so turned their sights to other ventures.°

Thepassing away of Chikuzanin 1804, Riken in 1818, and Yamagatain
1820 coincided with the deaths of the outstanding and visible scholars
whohad frequented the Kaitokud6. Between 1800 and 1820,the years
known as Bunka and Bunseior simply Ka-Sei, these men who had domi-
nated much oflate eighteenth-century scholarship left the scene along
with the leaders of the Kaitokud6: Asada Goryd in 1799 at the age of 65;
Hosoi Heisha in 1801 at 74; Minakawa Kien in 1808 at 74; Shibano
Ritsuzan in 1808 at 75; Bits Nishi in 1814 at 69; Waki Guzan in 1814 at
50; Rai Shunsui in 1817 at 71; and Kaiho Seiryd who hadlived in the
environs of the Kaitokud6, studying Yamagata and other merchants, in
1817 at 62.

Yamagata Banto belongedto this generation of intellectuals. More im-
portantly, his Yume appears at the extreme outer edge ofthe rational ap-
proach to knowledge to which they all subscribed. By deemphasizing
classical texts as the primary source of knowledge and imposing a scheme
of knowledge arranged from the mostuniversal to the particular, cogniz-
ing mind, and redefining thereby thebasis of “righteousness,” Yamagata
had shaped out of eighteenth-century thoughta radical position beyond
whichthere couldonly lie further extremeacts in scientific study or po-
litical management. An extension ofhis intellectual heritage, Yamagata’s
dynamic vision, however, could not be sustained by the academy where
he had acquired his knowledge.
The conceptual position staked by Yamagata was, in this respect, as

“eccentric” as that of his predecessor of two generations earlier, Tominaga
Nakamoto, and it thus makes eminent sense that modern historians
should anthologize them together. Just as Tominaga’s iconoclastic histori-
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cism could not be promoted within the academy, Yamagata’s new science

based on “‘astroncmy”’ could not be dealt with there in a systematic way.

The matter of “expulsion,” however, was not an issue in the case of

Yamagata, and he would notbesentinto exile. But just as Tominaga’s
radical position could not be comfortably housed within the “official

academy,”sc too, Yamagata’s grand reorganization of knowledge could not

be effectively integrated within the curriculum. Asada Goryi taught, in
the shadowsof the Kaitokuda in his small private school, the Senjikan,

the study of astronomy along with the reading of texts, more or less

in harmony. But Yamagata’s division of knowledge into pre- and post-

astronomy, was a new conception of knowledge as to what was “righ-

teous” and “truthful” that the Kaitokud6 could not absorb within its
original“chartered” aim. As a public academy, the Kaitokud6 could not

now declareitselfa center to study the meaningof“virtue” through West-

ern science,just as earlier it could not admit to being a schoolof “ancient

studies” to show classical sources to be polemical tracts inappropriate to

the present. Despite the enormousexpansion inintellectualfields, as ex-

emplified in Yamagata’s own thinking, the Kaitokud6 remained,finally, a
“public” academy chartered by the existing source of law, the Tokugawa
Bakufu. Although interested in some aspects of Western science (as in
making calendars), the Bakufu was distrustful of this knowledge and had

begun,in the early 1800s, to systematically hunt down and imprison out-

spoken advocatesofit.
Yamagata’s synthesis, inssum, hadcreated intellectual demands that had

outgrowntheinstructional capacities of the Kaitokuds. In reintegrating
within a scientific worldview the intellectual legacy of the Kaitokudé to

which hewasself-consciously and reverentially indebted, Yamagata iron-
ically had also rendered its teachings obsolete. It is therefore doubtful

that the Kaitokud6 could have adapted and expanded the range of the
curriculum any more thanit had.

Indeed, standing at the outer edge in the metamorphosis of Kaitokud6
thought, Yamagata’s ideas may better be seen as now melding with a

broader flow of conceptual events cutting across social strata and class

lines that eighteenth-century academies such as the Kaitokudé could no
longer effectively mediate. As we see the Kaitokudé in a pattern of de-
cline in late Tokugawahistory, it is important, therefore, that we also jux-

tapose that developmentin relation to two events in Osaka of momen-
tous importance. Oneofthese was the devastatingrebellion led by Oshio

Heihachiré in 1837. The other was the construction, a year after Oshio's

rebellion, of the Tekijuku, a major school of Dutch Studies by Ogata
Kéan, to which the intellectual vitality anticipated in Yamagata’s Yume
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would in fact shift. While these two events are not causally tied to

each other, nor for that matter, extensive of the internal history of the

Kaitokudé, they resonate with that history and deservebrief elaboration

here in closing out our account of the academy in the waning decades of

the ancien regime.

* * *

Soon after Yamagata’s death and especially with the Tenpo era (1830—

44), Osaka and muchof west-central Japan surrounding the city was in a

state of siege.° Famines and peasantrebellions rocked the countryside

during these years. As Yamagata had suspected would happen, much of

the blame for the general economic crisis would be placed before the

gates of the merchant houses of Osaka. While commoners could be par-

donedfor this one-sided view, Yamagata had pointed out, such should not

be tolerated of educated men in power who ought to know better. The

Bakufu’s decree in the 1840 Tenpé Reforms dissolving the monopolistic

guilds, however, confirmed the view anticipated by Yamagata that mer-

chants would becalled to task for the ailing economy. And, just as he and

Kusamahadfeared, the Bakufu and domainal lords resorted to authorita-

tive exactions of monetary contributions that would damage, in their

view, the circulation of much neededcapital. At the house of Sumitomo,

for example, some thirteen such exactions were made between the crisis

ridden years of 1837 and 1841; and over the next decadeupto the eve of

Perry’s decisive entrance into Edo harbor in 1853, anotherten or so were

levied.’

But by far the event that severely shocked Osaka and broughtit and

the Kaitokudo to a standstill was Oshio Heihachiré’s rebellion of 1837.*

Convinced that the dissonance between moral“ideal” and “law” was too

great to be breached, Oshio, a former servitor of the Bakufu, sold his li-

brary to purchase guns and launch an attack from within Osaka. Made

up of only twenty or so students from his “school to cleanse the inner

spirit”—Senshind6—therebellion set fires in Osaka in order to summon

the peasantry in the countryside to join in a general populist revolt

against the existing order. Although this did not happen, word ofthe re-

volt spread and sporadic uprisings were launched in Oshio’s nameby peas-

ants believing that the rebel leader had notdied as reported and that his

followers had scattered into the countryside to lead further revolts. The

fires of rebellion ravaged more than one-fourth of Osaka. The areas

singled out for attack, moreover, were those populated by the leading

merchant houses, many of which were patrons of the Kaitokudé. The

distinguished houses of Konoike, Mitsui, Sumitomo, Hiranoya, Tenné-
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taught at the academy for over 100 years. After a night of inexplicable
dreams and unhappy nightmares that played tricks on the human mind,
youngsters were taught that the human sage welcomed and enjoyed the
light of dawn anddid notspeculate in a superstitious manner what reason
could not unravel. As noted in the discussion on Goi, this instruction
was drawninitially from Menciusandinterpreted to say that not even the
ancient sages knew what “dreams” were about, and had they known,
they would not have kept it a secret. The sages, as it ought to be with
menin all times, admitted whatthey did not know. Acknowledging ig-
norance, these sages simply welcomed the universe of light that came
with dawn when once again reason could govern. Thelittle school that
loves the light of day, in short, is a restatement of Yamagata’s more pro-
vocative expression about displacing dreams with the “light” of science
that had been suggested to him by Riken.
As mentioned at the beginning, the Kaitokud6d would be renovated in

the 1910s after the industrial revolution wasfirmly underway. It would be
destroyed during the Pacific War andits library was relocated in the post-
warera as an importantarchive at Osaka University. It is absolutely con-
sistent with the history of the Kaitokud6, however, that Yamagata’s own
personallibrary still remains housed in thelittle elementary school near
the Masuya household. Despite the absurdity of this situation at first
glance, since young students in Japan are no longertrained to read the
complex books that Yamagata had used as references to write his treatise
against dreams, this library, located specifically where it is, in a school
dedicated to young minds embracing the light of dawn, serves as a quiet
metaphoric reminderof the link between theintellectual world of Yama-
gata’s Kaitokudo andthe continuing discourse on reason in modern Japa-
nese history.
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1. Nishimura’s lecture “Goi Ranju”referred to here was republished in Kaitoku

37 (1966): 18-37, and its main idea is incorporated in his elegant and concise

history of the Kaitokudé: Kaitokudé ké (Osaka: Kaitokud6 kinenkai, 1923).

Naitd Konan’ reflective series of essays on Tokugawa thinkers “Sentetsu no

gakumon”are in his collected works, Naito Konan zenshu, 14 vols. (Tokyo:

Chikuma shobé, 1970) 9: 319-519; Koda Rohan’s best known work on Osaka is

his historical novel of 1910, Oshio Heihachiro. For important essays on themes

related to Osaka intellectual history, see Takeuchi Yoshio’s collected works,

Takeuchi Yoshio zenshi, 10 vols. (Tokyo: Kadokawa shoten, 1978-79), espe-

cially vol. 10. Of interest is the special issue on Osaka intellectual history in

Nihon shiso shi 20 (1983), which contains essays by well-known Osaka scholars:

Miyamoto Mataji, the eminent doyen of Osaka social and cultural studies;

Sakudo Yotaro; Wakita Osamu; Umetani Noboru; and-Tokinoya Masaru. A good

exampleofrecentinterest in Osakais the set of lectures, by someof the scholars

just noted, presented on the Kinki radio station and published by Osaka Univer-

sity as Osaka no gakumon (Osaka, 1980). Essays of interest are included in

Miyamoto Mataji and NakagawaKeiichiro, eds., Nihon keiei shi kéza, v. 1: Edo

jidai no kigydsha katsud6 (Tokyo: Nihon keizai shinbun sha, 1977). I have writ-

ten “Kaitokud6 ninshikiron to jihasseiki ni okeru hihanteki buijyon no s6zo,”

Kaitoku 53 (1984):38—51. Other more journalistic examples of essays on the

Kaitokudo are in: Toy6 Keizai 11-21 (1980), and Senba 5 (1983). In Western

language, an informative analysis of the economic history of Osaka as seen

through the cotton industry is William B. Hauser, Economic Institutional Change

in Tokugawa Japan (London: Cambridge University Press, 1974).

2. Especially informative on the subject of the Kaitokud6 within the Osaka

context is Miyamoto Mataji, Chonin shakai no gakugei to Kaitokudd (Tokyo:

Bunken shuppan, 1982); and Osaka keizai bunka shi dangi (Tokyo: Bunken shup-

pan, 1980). Beginning with such well-known works as Kinsei shonin ishiki no

kenkyti (Tokyo: Yahikaku, 1941), Miyamotohaswritten steadily and extensively

on merchant consciousness and culture and his collected works add up to ten
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volumes. Also see Nakazawa Morito and Nori Kazuo, Nihon no kaimei shiso
(Tokyo: Kinokuniya shinsho, 197).

3. On regional academies, witha special emphasis on the Gansuido, see Tsuda
Hideo, Kinsei minshu kyoiku undé no tenkai (Tokyo: Ochanomizu shobé, 1978).

4. Ogata Tomio, Ogate Koan den (Tokro: Iwanami shoten, 1963); and
Ban Tadayasu, Tekijuku o megurs hitobito—Rangaku no nagare (Osaka: Sdgen
sha, 1978).

5. Miyamoto, Chénin shckai, 209—15; the most detailed source for the social
interactionsof the Kaitokud6 with the wider intellectual world is the official his-
tory of Osaka, Osakashi sanjikai, ed., Osaka shi shi, 7 vols. (Osaka: Seibundo,
1978; first published 1911—15). Also informative are Fujii Sadayoshi, Kaitokudo
to keizai shiso (Osaka: Osaka furitsu daigaku keizai kenkyat sosho, 1975) and Oya
Shinichi, Nihon keizaigaku shi no tabi (Tokyo: Kowa shuppan, 1980) in which
Kaitokud6 scholars are included.

6. Theoretically suggestive is Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge
(New York: Pantheon, 1972), 166—77.

7. Ihave found suggestive the essay by Stanislaw Ossowski, Class Structure in
the Social Consciousness (New York: Free Press, 1963); and also, Colin Summer,
Reading Ideologies (New York: Academic Press, 1979). Among Japanese histo-
tians, the writings of Nishikawa Shunsaku point to complex intermixing across
class lines: Edo jidai no poritikaru ekonomii (Tokyo: KGhoku shuppan, 1979).

8. J. G. A. Pocock,Politics, Language and Time (New York: Atheneum, 1971),
3-41. The arguments for “social capitalism” in preindustrial Japan—saimin-
ron—provide interesting comparisons with Albert O. Hirschman’s The Passions
and the Interests (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1977).

Two
1. Amino Yoshihiko, Muen, kugai, raku (Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1978).
2. The structural foundations of this system are analyzed in Wakita Osamu,

Kinsei hokenseiseiritsu shi ron (Tokyo: Tokyo daigaku shuppankai, 1977).
3. The Chénin koken roku is included in Nakamura Yukihiko, ed., Nihon shiso
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4. Ihara Saikaku’s Nippon eitaigura has been translated by G. W. Sargent, The
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5. The Shison kagamiis in Nakamura, Nihonshis6 taikei, Kinsei chonin, 17-84.
6. Ibid., 34-35 passim.
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hdgen, Seki, ed., Nihon Meika shishé chiishaku zensho: Gaku-Yo bu, 19-25.

63. Nakai Riken, Ibid. Chityé hégen, 71.
64. Ibid., 72.
65. Ibid., 74-75, 78.
66. On “study” as compared with “learning,” Nakai Riken, Seki, ed., Nihon

meika: Rongo-bu, Rongo hégen, 10—22.
67. Ibid., 197.
68. Ibid., 2—11.
69. Nakai Riken, Méshi hogen, in Seki, ed., Nihon meika shisho chiishaku

zensho: Méshi-bu, 13-14.
70. Takeuchi Yoshio, “Kaitokud6 to Osaka,” in his collected works, Takeuchi
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zenshi 10:338-60, especially 345-47; and “Eki to Chano kenkya”, 323-
335. Also pertinent is Sagara Toru, Kinsei no juky6 shiso, 20-206.

71. Nakai Riken, Chityo hdgen, in Seki, ed., Nihon .vika shisho chiishaku
zensho: Gaku-Y6 bu, 105 pp.

72. Ogyi’s think:ng cnthisis best stated in section 3 of is Bendé, available in
Yoshikawa Kojiro, Maruyama et al., eds., Nihon shiso tikei, 36: Ogyu Sorai
(Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1973).

73. Nakai Riken, Chityd hogen, 4-5.
74. Nakai Riken, Chityo hogen, 4-5, 18-19, 24, 6; and Rongo hogen,

179, 225.
75. This passageis translated from Sagara’s citation in Kirsei no jukyé shiso, 201.
76. Nakai Riken, Chityo hogen, 62; andalso his brief analysis of the Great

Learning, Daigaku zatsugi in Seki, ed., Nihon meika: Gakt-Yo bu, 1-24, espe-
cially 13-17.

77. Nakai Riken, Rongo hdgen, 272.
78. Nakai Riken, Chiyé hégen, 62-63.
79. Nakai Riken, Daigaku zatsugi, Seki, ed., Nihon meila: Gaku-Yo bu, p. 18

and Nakai Riken, Rongo hogen, Seki, ed., ibid: Rongo-bu, p. 225.

80. Nishimura, Kaitokud6 k6, 109.
81. Nakai Riken, Rongo hégen, 107, 179.
82. Nakai Riken, Daigaku zatsugi, 16-17.
83. Kobori, Yamanaka, Nakai Chikuzan—Riken, 271.
84. Ibid., 268-70.
85. Ibid., 217, 265-71; and Tokinoya, “Kaitokud6 no rekishikan,” Nihon

shiso shi 20(1983) : 39-44.
86. Nishimura, Kaitokud6 ké, 118-21, 268-70. I have touched on the Meiwa

Incident in “Restorationism in the Political Thought of Yamagata Daini (1725—
1767),” The Journal of Asian Studies 21(1971) : 17-29.

87. The various incidents are described by Nishimura, Kaitokudé ko, 119-23.
88. Nishimura, Kaitokud6 ko, 124; and Kobori, Yamanaka, Nakai Chikuzan—

Riken, 243.
89. Nakai Riken, Kashokoku monogatari, in Takimoto Seiichi, ed., Nihon kei-

zai taiten 23: 735-45.
90. Ibid., 743-45 passim. Also of interest is Naits Konan, Naité konan zensha

9:434-46.
91. Summarized here are: “Nensei roku,” “Kinden bdgii,” “Yodogawa bégi,’

and “Jukkei bégi,” all of which are in Takimoto, ed., Nihon keizai taiten 23:
597-714.

92. Goi’s Meiwa, bk. 1, 28 and bk. 2, 8-9, (in collection of documents,
Kaitokudo isho; and cited in chap. 4 above).

93. Nakai Riken, Chityé hogen, 19—25; Kobori, Yamanaika, Nakai Chikuzan—
Nakai Riken, 247-49.

94. Kobori, Yamanaka, Nakai Chikuzan—Nakai Riken, 214-17.
95. Ibid., 214.
96. Nishimura, Kaitokud6 ko, 127-29.
97. Ibid., 106.
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Six
I. The most detailed study of the varous editions ofthis work is by Suenakia

Tetsuo, Yamagata Banté no kenkyu, 2 vols.: Yume no shiro hen.and Chosaku hen
(Osaka: Seibund6, 1971 and 1978). It isalso anthologized in TakimotoSeiichi,
ed., Nihon keizai taiten v. 37 (Tokyo: Meiji bunken, 1969); Mizuta Norihisa and
Arisaka Takamichi, eds., Nihon shisd tikei 43: Tominaga Nakamoto—Yamagata
Banto (Tokyo: Iwanamishoten, 1973), already used with reference to Tominaga,
and from whichthe citations on Yamagata will also be drawn; and in somewhat
abridged form in Minamoto Ryoen ed., Nihon no meiché 23: Yamagata Banto—
Kaiho Seiryé (Tokyo: Chad kéron sha, 1971). Interest in Yamagata Banto in the
modern era was generated via the writings of Naito Konan and Koda Rohanfor
the Osaka Asahi in 1910. As journalists, they were also involved in the compila-
tion of the history of Osaka in which materials about the Kaitokudé were con-
spicuous. In Western language there is Albert Craig’s “Science and Confucianism
in Tokugawa Japan” in Changing Japanese Attitudes Toward Modernization, edited
by Marius Jansen (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1965), 133—60. A full
bibliographical survey of works on Yamagata is in Suenaka, Yamagata Banté no
kenkyui—chosaku hen.

2. Kusama’s Sankazu’i is in TakimotoSeiichi, ed., Nihon keizaitaiten, vols. 39
and 40.

3. Osaka shi sanji kai, ed., Osaka shi shi, vol. 5 (Osaka: Seibundo, 1978),
973-1027 passim.

4. Kaiho’s Masukodanis in the Takimoto Seiichi, ed., Nihon keizai sdsho, 36
vols. (Tokyo: Nihon keizai sosho kankékai, 1914-17), vol. 18, and summarized
in his larger synthesis, Keiko dan, Tsukutani Akihiro and Kuranami Seiji, eds.,
Nihonshis6 taikei, vol. 44.

5. See the introduction to Sanka zu’i in, Nihon keizai taiten, vol. 39. Also,
Nishimura, Kaitokudo kd, 53-60 and 90.

6. Compiled at about the same time as his Sanka, this work remains unpub-
lished in modern form.

7. The best coverage is Nakamura Koya, Genroku oyobi Kyoho ni okeru keizai
shiso no kenkya (Tokyo: Kokumin bunka kenkyiikai, 1927). Theclassic study on
this general subject is HonjoEijiro, Kinsei no keizai shiso (Tokyo: Nihon hydron
sha, 1931). See also Takao Shimazaki, ‘“Kinsei kaibutsu shis6 no ichi k6satsu,”
Mita gakkai zasshi 71, no. 5 (1978): 20—42; and also “Introduction to the Eco-
nomic Thoughtof Japan,” Keio Economic Studies 5(1968) : 11-34.

8. Nakamura, Genroku oyobi Kyohd, 460; also Honjo, Kinsei no keizai shiso,
1-42.

9. Nakamura, Genroku oyobi Kyohé, 498-512; Honjo, Kinsei no keizai shis6 43 —
62. Ogyii Sorai’s economic prescriptions are in his Seidan, Yoshikawa, Maruyama
et al., Nihonshis6 taikei 36:260—445.

10. Saigusa Hiroto, ed., Miura Baien shi (Tokyo: Iwanamishoten, 1953),
37—82; and Nakamura, Genroku oyobi Kyoh6, 545-52.

Il. Miura Baien, Kagen, Saigusa, ed., Miura Baien shi, 40-42 passim.
12. Nakamura, Genroku oyobi Kyoho, 513-21, 556-79. I have written, “Po-

litical Economism in the Thought of Dazai Shundai (1680—1747),” The Journal
of Asian Studies 31(1972); 821-39.
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13. See selections of Dazais writings in Rai Tsutomu, ed., Nihon shisd taikei 37:

Sorai gakuha (Tokyo: Iwanani shoten, 1972), 18—56.

14. Kusama, Sanka zw’i, Takimoto, ed., Nihon leizai taiten 39 : 326.

15. Ibid., 39: 259.
16. Ibid., 39:170—72 passim.

17. Ibid., 39: 262-63.
18. Ibid., 39: 281-86.
19. Ibid., 40: 3-17.
20. Osaka shi sanji kai, ed., Osaka shi, 5: 789-71. Also, Kusama, Sanka zw’i,

40: 156-57, 184-202, 223.
21. Kusama, Sanka zw’i, 39: 145—50; 40: 156-57, 184-202.

22. Kusama Naokata, “Kusama Isuke hikki,” in Osaka shi sanji kai, ed., Osaka

shi, 5:842.
23. Kusama, Sanka zu’i, 40: 183-202.

24. Ibid., 40: 12-13.
25. Ibid., 40: 10-12, 437-48.
26. Ibid., 40: 1-12, 437.
27. Ibid., 40:5-6.
28. Ibid., 40: 1-2.
29. Ibid., 40: 1-2.
30. Ibid., 39: 285; 40:53, 146.
31. Ibid. , 39: “Introduction.”

32. Ibid., 39: 1-14.
33. Thedetails ofYamagata’s biographyare in Suenaka Tetsuo’s Yamagata Banto

no kenkyii, Chosaku hen. Also valuable are KamataJiro’s pioneering study, Yama-

gata Banto (Osaka: Zenkoku shobd, 1943) and Naito Konan on Yamagata in

“Sentetsu no gakumon,”in his collected works, Naito konan zenshi, 9: 448-64.

34. Arisaka Takamichi, “Yamagata Banto to ‘Yume noshiro,’” in Nihon shiso

taikei 43 :693-728, especially 707.

35. Ibid., 707-10.
36. Myessay, “Method and Analysis in the Conceptual Portrayal of Tokugawa

Intellectual History,” in Japanese Thoughtin the Tokugawa Period, 3-37, especially

23—36, outlines Kaiho’s description of Yamagata. Yamagata’s straightforward ad-

vice and prescriptions to the leaders of Sendai are in his “Itchi kydwa taisaku

ben,” with accompanyingletter, in Kinsei shakai keizai sésho, 12 vols. edited by

Honjo Eijiro (Tokyo: Kaizo sha, 1926-27), 5:295—324. The ideas set forth in

these are incorporated in his Yume.

37. Arisaka, “Yamagata Banté to ‘Yume noshiro,’” 43: 711.

38. Yamagata, Yume noshiro, in Nihon shis6 taikei, vol. 43, edited by Mizuta

and Arisaka, 141—616, especially 616. All subsequentcitations of Yumeare from

this collection.
39. Ibid., 142.
40. Ibid., 146.
41. Suenaka, Yamagata Banté, Yume no shiro hen, 354-490 andhis afterword

in English, 1-22.
42. Yamagata, Yume, 216.

43. Ibid., 149 passim; amd also for the genealogy of scholars of Dutch Studies

in Osaka, inclusive of Yannagata, see Fujino Tsunezaburo, ed., Ogata Koan to
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Tekijuku (Osaka: Tekijuku kinen kai, 1980), 6-13; and Miyamoto Mataji aid
Sakudo Yotaro, “Tekijuku to Osaka chonin,” Osaka no gakumon (Osaki Quake
daigaku, 1980), 149-70. A technical study that looks at “science” rather than
‘ideology” is Shigeru Nakayama’s A History ofJapanese Astronomy, Chinese Hak
ground and Western Impact (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969)

44. Yamagata, Yume, 213; and also 153—57, 171, 187—88, 193-99,
45. Ibid., 245, 253-54, 263-69.
46. Ibid., 286.
47. Ibid., 293.
48. Ibid., 270-98.
49. Ibid., 297-98.
50. Ibid., 298.
51. Ibid., 304-9, 323-24.
52. Ibid., 333.
53. Ibid., 334.
54. Ibid., 340.
55. Ibid., 335-36; and also Dazai’s “Keizairoku shai,” in Rai, ed., Nihon shisé

taikei 37:45—56.
56. Yamagata, Yume, 364.
57. Ibid., 353-57.
58. Ibid., 367.
59. Ibid., 370.
60. Ibid., 372-73.
61. Ibid., 375-76.
62. Ibid., 378-85.
63. Ibid., 378-79.
64. Ibid., 383, 397-400.
65. Ibid., 389.
66. Ibid., 410.
67. Ibid., 424.
68. Ibid., 427; and also 425-26.
69. Ibid., 448-583.
70. Ibid., 487-99, 506 passim.
71. Ibid., 509.
72. Ibid., 571; also 520—40 and 550-51.
73. Ibid., 582-83.
74. Ibid., 594.
75. Ibid., 507.
76. Ibid., 432.
77. The text of Miura’s agreementfor his village cooperative, “Jihi mujin”is in

Shinozaki Tokuzo, Jihi mujin no sdshisha, Miura Baien (Tokyo: Chao shakaijigyo
kydkai shakai jigyd kenkyiijo, 1936), 53-57.

78. A fine presentation of Miura’s basic ideas, as well as texts, is Yamada Keiji,
ed., Nihon no meiché 20: Miura Baien (Tokyo: Chis kéron sha, 1982), especially
his thorough introduction, 3—295. See also Taguchi Masaharu, Miura Baien no
kenkyu (Tokyo: Sébun sha, 1978); and Saigusa Hiroto, Miura Baien notetsugaku
(Tokyo: Dai ichi shobd, 1941). I have relied here on Miura’s own explanation of
his basic thesis in Gengo, as written to one ofhis students in 1776, that has been
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compiled as “Taka Bokky6 kun ni kotauru sho,” in Miura Baien shi, edited by
Saigusa, 9-31.

79, Miura, “Taka Bokxy6 kun,”12.

80. Ibid., 13-14.

81. Ibid., 15.
82. Ibid., 15—25, passim.

83. Ibid., 27.
84. Yamagata, Yume, 616.

Seven
1. From Ueda Akinari’s memoirs, Kandai shéshin roku as quoted in Kobori Ka-

sumasa, Yamanaka Hiryoyuki et al., Nakai Crikuzan—Nakai Riken (Tokyo:
Meitoku shuppan sha, 1980), 149.

2. Ueda’s views are documented in Shikada Seishichi, Kenkadé shi (Osaka:
Shdund6, 1901), 10—21. See also Takahashi Mitsuji, Kenkado shoden (Tokyo:
Kenkadé kinen kai, 1926); and Osaka shi sanji kai, ed., Osaka shi shi, 7 vols.
(Osaka: Seibund6, 1978), 1: 1158-60 and 2: 139 passim.

3. Kimura’s diary is Kenkad6 nikki (Osaka: Kenkadé kinen kai, 1970).
4. Shikada, Kenkadoshi, 12.
5. Nishimura Tenshi, Kaitokudd k6 (Osaka: Kaitokud6 kinenkai, 1923),

133-44.
6. The monographicliterature on the Tenpé period is extensive and deserves

systematic attention among Western historians. Most social and economichisto-

ties of the Meiji Restoration by Japanese historians, quite correctly it seems to
me, begin with this Tenpé reference. A suggestive collection of essays in this
regard is Nishikawa Shunsaku, Edo jidai no poritikaru economee (Tokyo: Nihon
hydron sha, 1979), 114-38. The subject retains its importance in generalhis-
torical accounts, as for example: Tsuda Hideo, Nihon no rekishi 22: Tenpo kaikaku

(Tokyo: Shogakkan, 1975); Aoki Michio and Yamada Tadao, eds., Tenpd ki no
seiji to shakai (Tokyo: Yahikaku, 1981); and Aoki Michio, Tenpé sdd6 ki (Tokyo:
Sanseidd, 1979). Informative scholarly essays, especially with regard to social

responses in Kyoto, are in Hayashiya Tatsusaburo, ed., Bakumatsu bunka no
kenkya (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1978); and also Hongo Yakamori and Fukaya
Katsumi, eds., Kinsei shisd ron (Tokyo: Yahikaku, 1981). Apropos these various
works are manyof the essays by Ichii Saburo on “tradition” and “transformation”
in his Kinsei kakushin shis6 no keifu (Tokyo: Nihon hésé shuppan kydkai, 1980).
Anextensive and detailed eyewitness account of some of the events of this pe-
riod is Ukiyo no arisama, compiled by an anonymousauthor, probably a physi-
cian in Osaka (Nihon shominseikatsu shiryd shiisei, 20 vols., Tokyo: Sanichi
shobé, 1970, 11: 1068). .

7. See for example Nakase Juichi, “Oshio jiken: to Izumiya Sumitomo no‘kaji
kaikaku’—Tenpé kaikaku zenya 0 chashin ni—,”’ Oshio kenkya 9(1980): 1-14.

8. Discussions of Oshio’s rebellion are in the citations in the previous two
notes. A fine discussion of Oshio andhis ideas is in Miyagi Kimiko, ed., Nihon
no meichd 27: Oshio Chiisai (Tokyo: Chi kéron sha, 1978). I have written

“Oshio Heihachird (1793—1837)”in Personality in Japanese History, edited by
Albert Craig (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970), 155-79. There
has been a revival of interest in Oshio in recent years in the Osaka area as wit-
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nessed in the periodic publication of a journal devoted to that subject: (shin
kenkyu. - -

9, Nakase, “Oshiojiken to Izumiya Sumitomo,” Oshio kenkya 9: 1—14
10. “Kaitokudd yawa,” Kaitoku 15 (1937): addendum,19.
11. Nishimura, Kaitokud6 ko, 137.
12. Najita, “Oshio,” 158—70.
13. Miyagi, Nihon no meiché 27: 73-273.
14. Kobori, Yamanaka, Nakai Chikuzan—Riken, 171-78.
15. Najita, “Oshio,” 175.
16. Ogata Tomio, Ogata Kéan den (Tokyo: Iwanami shoten, 1963); Ban Tada-

yasu, Tekijuku 0 meguru hito bito—Rangaku no nagare (Osaka: Sdgen sha, 1978);
and Tekijuku kinen kai, ed., Ogata Koan to Tekijuku (Osaka: Tekijuku kinenkai,
1980); and Naramoto Tatsuya, ed., Nihon noshijuku (Tokyo: Tank6 sha, 1969),
232-48. A stimulating work on Dutch Studies, including about Ogata Koan,is
Akagi Akio, Rangaku nojidai (Tokyo: Chis kéron sha, 1980).

17. Ogata, Ogata Koan den,81.
18. Ban Tadayasu, “Tekijuku no enkaku,” Osaka no chénin gakumon (Osaka:

Osaka University, 1980), 77-92, especially 82. Especially insightful is Kurauchi
Kazuta, “‘Teki tekisai juku’ to ‘Kaitokud6,’” Tekijuku (Tekijuku kinen kai, 16,
1980), pp. 3-11.

19. Ogata, Ogata Koan den, 146.
20. Miyamoto Mataji and SakudoYotaro, “Tekijuku to Osaka chonin,” Osaka

no gakumon, 149-70, especially 150-53.
21. Ogata, Ogata Koan den, 16-19.
22. Tekijuku kinenkai, ed., Ogata Kéan to Tekijuku, 15, 55—57; and also Ban

Tadayasu and Umetani Noboru, “Tekijuku no hito bito,” Osaka no gakumon,
127-44.

23. Shiba Tetsuo and Matsuda Takeshi, “Nihon no kindaika to Osaka no
gakumon—Seimikyoku—Osaka igakk6 nado—,” Osaka no gakumon, 171-88.

24. Ban, Tekijuku o meguru hito bito, 88-116.
26. The Autobiography of Yukichi Fukuzawa, translated by Eiichi Kiyooka (New

York: Columbia University Press, 1960), 58-92.
26. Ibid., 13.
27. Ibid., 68-71, for Fukuzawa’s language against superstitions and dreams.

Also of interest is Nishikawa Shunsaku’s “Fukuzawa Yukichi,” Keizai seminaa
19(1983) : 72-79.

28. See Harry D. Harootunian’s excellent discussion of Sakuma in his Toward
Restoration (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1970), 129-83; and also
directly pertinent is the chapter on Yokoi Shénan, 321-79.

29. The entire second volume of Shibuzawa’s collected works, ShibuzawaEiichi
zenshii, 6 vols. (Tokyo: Heibon sha, 1930)is his Jikken Rongo. Written toward the
end ofhis career it is a complex statement that deserves close analysis. Also
suggestive for this theme is Cho Yukio, ed., Gendai Nihon shis6 taikei 11: Jitsugyo
no shisd (Tokyo: Chikuma shobé, 1964).

30. Cited in Tokinoya Masaru, “Kaitokud6 no enkaku,” Kaitokudé nokakoto
genzai (Osaka: Kaitokud6 kinenkai, 1979), 6-18, especially 18. Also, Kimura
Hideichi, “Kaitokud6 to wa nanika,” Kaitokudé no kako to genzai (Osaka: Kaito-
kud6 kinenkai, 1953), 1—18, especially 12,
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